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L2 harmonic analysis for Dirac spinors on the complex hyperbolic space Hn(C)
is developed. The spinor spherical functions are calculated in terms of Jacobi func-
tions. The Plancherel and PaleyWiener theorems for the spherical transform are
obtained by reduction to Jacobi analysis. We demonstrate analytically the existence
of harmonic L2 spinors in the case of n even. The action of the invariant differential
operators on the Poisson transforms is given explicitly.  2000 Academic Press
Contents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to develop L2 harmonic analysis for spinor
fields on the complex hyperbolic space Hn(C)=SU(n, 1)S(U(n)_U(1)).
We combine the abstract approach from representation theory (abstract
Plancherel theorem) with the more concrete analytic theory developed in
the 1970’s by Flensted-Jensen and Koornwinder (Jacobi functions and
analysis on rank-one symmetric spaces, see [18] for a survey).
By the Lichnerowicz formula, the iterated Dirac operator on a noncom-
pact Riemannian symmetric space GK can be written in terms of the
Casimir operator on G. In Section 4 we compute the spinor spherical func-
tions in terms of Jacobi functions, using only the radial part of the Casimir
operator and the known asymptotic behavior at infinity of the spherical
functions, which follows from the Eisenstein integral representation. In
particular, we do not need a detailed description of the algebras of invariant
differential operators to obtain the spherical functions.
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By the explicit form of the spherical functions, we prove the existence of
harmonic L2 spinors on Hn(C), n even. This agrees with a recent result of
Goette and Semmelmann about the point spectrum of the Dirac operator
on noncompact Riemannian symmetric spaces [12].
The spherical transform arises naturally as the Gelfand transform on the
commutative convolution algebras of smooth compactly supported radial
functions on G of type {j , where {j (0 jn) are the K-types in the spin
representation { of K. [The groups G and K are, respectively, SU(n, 1) and
S(U(n)_U(1)), for n odd, and two double covers of these groups, for n
even.]
The inversion formula and the PaleyWiener theorem for this transform
are obtained in Section 5 by the corresponding results for the classical
Jacobi transform. The PaleyWiener theorem may be viewed as a concrete
version (for the case at hand) of Campoli’s PaleyWiener theorem for real
rank one semisimple Lie groups [4].
We find a strong similarity between our results and those obtained by
Pedon in the case of p-forms on the real hyperbolic space Hn(R) [22].
This analogy between spinors on Hn(C) and p-forms on Hn(R) is
explored further in Section 7, where the structure of the Dirac operator D
is investigated. The spinor bundle is realized concretely as an exterior bundle
constructed from a maximal isotropic subspace V of the complexification pC
of p&To(GK). The action of K on  j (V) is given by {j={0 j (Ad|V),
where {0 is a one-dimensional K-type.
Some symmetries between the spherical functions, discovered earlier in
the analytic approach, are explained using the duality operator V , which is
the conjugate-linear extension to the spinor bundle of the Hodge operator
on the exterior algebra  (V).
There is a natural splitting of the Dirac operator as D=d+$, where d
and $ are first-order differential operators playing the same role as the exterior
derivative and coderivative operators in the case of p-forms. The action of D,
d, $, and V on the Poisson transforms is given explicitly. The spherical functions
8 satisfy either d8=0 or $8=0, and we have the analogue, for spinors on
Hn(C), of the HodgeKodaira decomposition theorem for p-forms.
Finally, we describe the algebra D(G, {j) of invariant differential operators
on the bundle C(G, {j) as the algebra generated by d$ and $d, in close
analogy with the case of p-forms on Hn(R) (see [11, 22]).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall some
basic facts about spinor fields on Riemannian symmetric spaces of noncom-
pact type GK, including the K-type decomposition of the spin representation
{ of K in the case rank G=rank K (following Parthasarathy [21]). In Section
3 we write down the K-type content of { in the specific case of Hn(C), and
recall briefly the continuous spectrum of the Dirac operator on L2(G, {),
obtained recently in [7].
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In Section 4 we first recall the definition and the basic properties of
{-spherical functions. Then we write down the radial part of the iterated
Dirac operator and obtain a system of differential equations for the scalar
components of the spherical functions. This system is then solved in terms
of Jacobi functions. The {j -spherical functions 8 which are solutions of
D28=0 are shown to be in L2 if and only if the K-type {j equals {n2 . In
Section 5 we define the spherical transform of {j -radial functions F and
express it in terms of suitable Jacobi transforms of the scalar components
of F. Then we prove the inversion formula and the PaleyWiener theorem.
The Plancherel formula and theorem are proved next.
In Section 6 we define the Fourier transform in the nonradial case and
obtain the inversion formula and Plancherel theorem. The discrete term
which arises for the K-type {n2 is interpreted as the contribution of the
discrete series with HarishChandra parameter $k .
In Section 7 we make explicit the algebraic structure of the spinor bundle
and of the algebras D(G, {j), by studying the action of D on the Poisson
transforms and using the concrete realization of the spinor bundle as an
exterior bundle.
2. SPINORS ON GK
Let G be a connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite
center, K/G a maximal compact subgroup, and X=GK the associated
Riemannian symmetric space of the noncompact type. Let g, k be the Lie
algebras of G, K, and let g=kp be a fixed Cartan decomposition of g.
We fix on p the scalar product ( , )=cB|p_p , where B is the Killing form,
and c>0 a normalization constant.
Let Ad (resp., ad) denote the adjoint representation of G (resp., g), and
consider the isotropy representation : of K on p&To(GK), :: k  Ad(k)|p .
By fixing an orthonormal basis [ei] of p, we can regard : as a homomorphism
:: K  SO(d), d=dim GK, with differential :: k  so(d ), :(Y )=ad(Y)|p .
We assume (by replacing G and K by suitable double covers, if necessary)
that : lifts to a homomorphism :~ : K  Spin(d). Let s be the complex spin
representation of Spin(d) on C2[d2], with differential s: so(d )&spin(d ) 
End(C2
[d2]
) given by
s(Eij&Eji)=&12 #(ei) #(ej),
where Eij is the d_d matrix with entry 1 at place (i, j) and zero entries
elsewhere, and #: Cl(pC)  End(C2[d2]) denotes Clifford multiplication by
elements of the complex Clifford algebra Cl(pC) constructed from the
complexification pC of p.
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The spin representation of K is defined as the composite homomorphism
{=s b :~ . This is a unitary representation of K on V{=C2
[d2]
, with differential
given explicitly by the formula
{(Y)=s(ad(Y )|p)= 14 :
i, j
([Y, ei], ej ) #(ei) #(ej) (2.1)
for Y # k (see, e.g., [21], Lemma 2.1, or [2], Section II.6.9).
The spinor bundle on GK can then be defined as the homogeneous
vector bundle
E {=G_K V{
associated to the principal bundle G(GK, K) via the representation {. The
LeviCivita connection on X induces a connection on E{ and the Dirac
operator D: 1(E {)  1(E {) is defined as usual as the composition # b { of
the covariant derivative { with the fibrewise Clifford multiplication # on
E{. The space 1(E {) of cross sections of E { will be identified with the space
1(G, {) of vector valued functions f : G  V{ that are right-K covariant of
type {, i.e.,
f (xk)={(k&1) f (x), \x # G, \k # K.
Similarly, 1 (E {)&C(G, {), the space of smooth elements of 1(G, {),
and L2(E {)&L2(G, {), the space of square integrable elements of 1(G, {)
with respect to the inner product
( f, g)=|
G
dx ( f (x), g(x)) V{ .
In general, { is a reducible representation. Since the analysis on L2(G, {)
is carried out K-type by K-type, we first need to decompose { into irreducible
constituents. This is well known (see [21], for the case rank G=rank K, and
[2], Lemma II.6.9, for the general case).
For simplicity (and for the later application to Hn(C)), suppose that
rank G=rank K. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g contained in k, let 2g=
2(gC, hC) be the corresponding set of roots, and let Wg=W(gC, hC) be the
Weyl group. Fix a system of positive roots Pg , and let Pk (resp., Pp) denote
the positive compact (resp., noncompact) roots, so that Pg=Pk _ Pp .
Define as usual the elements
$g= 12 :
: # Pg
:, $k= 12 :
: # Pk
:, $p= 12 :
: # Pp
:.
Let W1 be the subset of the Weyl group defined by
W1=[w # Wg : wPg#Pk]. (2.2)
Let {* denote the K-type with highest weight * relative to Pk . Then we have
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{= 
w # W 1
{w$g&$k , (2.3)
where each K-type with highest weight w$g&$k occurs with multiplicity
one. If Wk=W(kC, hC) is the Weyl group for the compact roots, then the
map Wk _W1  Wg given by (s, _)  s_ is a bijection. It follows that
W1=[w1 , ..., wl]&Wk"Wg ,
where l=|Wg ||Wk |, and w1 , ..., wl are distinguished representatives of
Wk "Wg in Wg . There are exactly l systems of positive roots in 2g that
contain Pk , namely the wjPg , with 1 jl. Note that \w # W1, w$g&$k=
$wPgp , the half-sum of the positive noncompact roots of wPg .
The Lichnerowicz formula for the iterated Dirac operator is
D2={*{+
S
4
Id, (2.4)
where S is the scalar curvature of X. The Bochner Laplacian {*{ can be
written as [3]
{*{=&0g&0k , (2.5)
in terms of the quadratic Casimir operators of g and k, 0g= e2i & Y
2
j ,
0k= Y 2j , viewed here as G-invariant differential operators acting on
sections of E {. The bases [ei] of p and [Yj] of k satisfy cB(e i , e j)=$ ij , and
cB(Yi , Yj)=&$ij .
The operator 0k acts on the spinor bundle by {(0k)= {(Yj)2. A direct
computation, using (2.1), gives
{(0k)=
S
8
Id (2.6)
(see, e.g., [2], p. 67). The fact that {(0k) is a scalar can also be checked
using formula (2.3), which shows that all the K-types that occur in { have
the same Casimir value, namely $2g&$
2
k .
The iterated Dirac operator on GK can then be written as
D2=&0g+
S
8
Id. (2.7)
3. SPINORS ON Hn(C)
We now apply the above considerations to the complex hyperbolic space
Hn(C)=SU(n, 1)S(U(n)_U(1))=GK (n2).
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Let g=su(n, 1), and take
p={ p(z)#\0ntz
z
0+ , z # Cn= ,
k={\B0
0
b+ , B # u(n), b # u(1), b+tr B=0= .
We shall work with the real basis [ej , e~ j] j=1, ..., n of p&R2n defined by
ej= p(vj), and e~ j= p(i vj), where [v j] j=1, ..., n is the canonical basis of Rn,
and i=- &1. We fix the maximal abelian subspace a=Re1 /p, and let
A=exp(a), and M be the centralizer of A in K, with Lie algebra m given
by
b 0 0
m={\0 B 0+ , B # u(n&1), b # u(1), 2b+tr B=0= . (3.1)0 0 b
Let h be the diagonal matrices in su(n, 1), then h/k/g is a compact
Cartan subalgebra. Let b/h denote the Cartan subalgebra of m consisting
of the diagonal elements. For 1 jn+1, let =j be the linear functional on
hC defined by =j (diag(h1 , ..., hn+1))=hj . Then =1+ } } } +=n+1=0, and each
linear functional on hC can be written nonuniquely as n+11 cj=j . We require
n+11 cj=0, so that the realization as  cj=j is unique (see, e.g., [17], p. 81).
We also denote by the same symbol =j the restriction of =j to bC.
It is well known that the roots of the pairs (gC, hC), (kC, hC), and (mC, bC)
are given by
2g=2(gC, hC)=[=i&=j , 1i{ jn+1],
2k=2(kC, hC)=[=i&= j , 1i{ jn],
2m=2(mC, bC)=[=i&=j , 2i{ jn].
The Weyl groups Wg , Wk , and Wm of 2g , 2k , and 2m are the groups of
permutations of respectively n+1, n, and n&1 elements. We fix the follow-
ing systems of positive roots of 2g , 2k , and 2m :
Pg=[=i&= j , 1i< jn+1],
Pk=[=i&= j , 1i< jn]/Pg ,
Pm=[=i&=j , 2i< jn]/Pk .
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The positive noncompact roots of Pg are given by
Pp=[:j== j&=n+1 , 1 jn]. (3.2)
The elements $g and $k are
$g= 12 :
n+1
j=1
(n+2&2 j ) = j , (3.3)
$k= 12 :
n
j=1
(n+1&2 j) = j . (3.4)
The subset W1 of Wg , defined in (2.2), is given by W1=[w0 , ..., wn],
where
wj= ‘
n
k= j+1
s=k&=n+1 (0 jn&1), wn=id, (3.5)
where s; denotes the reflection through the root ; (see, e.g., [1], 9 11).
There are exactly |Wg ||Wk |=n+1 systems of positive roots in 2g that
contain Pk , namely the wjPg , with 0 jn. The element $j #$wj Pgp (half
the sum of the positive noncompact roots of wj Pg) is given by (see [1],
Lemma 11.16)
$j=
1
2
:
j
k=1
=k&
1
2
:
n
k= j+1
=k+\n2& j+ =n+1 (0 jn). (3.6)
[It is understood that ba=0 if b<a.]
One can check directly that $j=wj $g&$k , using (3.5) and (3.3)(3.4).
Clearly each $j is algebraically integral relative to 2k , and Pk-dominant,
thus it defines a finite-dimensional representation of k. It turns out that
these representations $j lift to K=S(U(n)_U(1)) only for n odd. (Note
that K and G=SU(n, 1) are not simply connected.)
Indeed, the elements h # h such that exp(h)=1 are the diagonal matrices
h=diag(ih1 , ..., ihn , &i(h1+ } } } +hn)),
with hk # 2?Z, for all k=1, ..., n. For h of this form we compute
$j (h)=&i {\n&12 & j+ (h1+ } } } +h j)+\
n+1
2
& j+ (h j+1+ } } } +hn)= .
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For n odd, we see that $j (h) # 2?iZ whenever h satisfies exp(h)=1, i.e.,
$j is analytically integral for K, \ j=0, ..., n.
On the other hand, for n even, $j (h) is not in 2?iZ for all h with
exp(h)=1, thus the elements $j are not weights of K. This means that the
isotropy representation : of K does not lift to a homomorphism from K to
Spin(d), d=2n. Thus, for n even, we replace G, K, and M by suitable
double covers G , K , and M , and regard Hn(C) as the coset space G K . For
example the group K can be identified with the analytic subgroup of
Spin(d) with Lie algebra ad(k)|pso(d )&spin(d ) (see [16], p. 444).
We do not need, however, to describe these double covers in detail. The
important point is that : will always lift to a homomorphism :~ : K  Spin(d ),
and the elements $j are analytically integral for K . The spinor bundle on
Hn(C), n even, is defined then as the homogeneous vector bundle E {=
G _K V{ associated with the representation {=s b :~ of K , where s is the
complex spin representation of Spin(2n) on C2 n.
To simplify (and unify) the notation, we shall drop the tildes from now
on, and write G, K, M, etc. in place of G , K , M , etc. for n even.
Let {j denote the K-type with highest weight $j given by (3.6). Then,
according to (2.3), we have the decomposition
{={0 {1  } } } {n . (3.7)
The branching rules for K#M give the following result for the restriction
of {j to M (see [7]):
{0 |M=_0 , {n | M=_n&1 , {j |M=_j&1 _ j (1 jn&1),
(3.8)
where _j is the M-type with highest weight
+j=
n&1&2 j
4
(=1+=n+1)+
1
2
:
j+1
k=2
=k&
1
2
:
n
k= j+2
=k (0 jn&1).
(3.9)
For later use we record the following result.
Proposition 3.1. The dimensions of {j and _j are
d{j=\nj + , \ j=0, ..., n,
(3.10)
d_j=\n&1j + , \ j=0, ..., n&1.
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Proof. This is a simple calculation using the Weyl dimension formula
for the irreducible representations of k and m. A simpler proof for d{j is as
follows. Let s+ and s& be the half-spin representations of Spin(2n) on
V\ &C2
n&1
. Then s=s+ s& and {={+ {& , where {\=s\ b :~ .
Let [:j] j=1, ..., n be the positive noncompact roots of Pg , given in (3.2). It
is well known (see, e.g., [16], p. 443) that the weights of {\ are given
by
\12 :1\
1
2 :2\ } } } \
1
2 :n ,
with an even number of minus signs for {+ , and an odd number for {& .
Moreover, all these weights have multiplicity one. In fact, the highest
weight (3.6) of {j can be written as
$j= 12 :1+ } } } +
1
2 :j&
1
2 :j+1& } } } &
1
2 :n , (3.11)
and the weights of {j are precisely all linear combinations of the above
form with n& j minus signs. We have exactly ( nj ) ways of combining
\12 :1 , ..., \
1
2 :n in this way, and since each weight has multiplicity one, we
get (3.10).
The continuous spectrum of the Dirac operator D on the noncompact
rank-one symmetric spaces has been computed recently in [7]. The result
for the complex hyperbolic spaces is as follows.
Let G=KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition of G. For _ # M and
* # a*C&C (the set of complex-valued linear functions on a), let ?_, * denote
the principal series indGMAN(_ei*1) of G.
The abstract Plancherel theorem for L2(G, {) yields a decomposition of
L2(G, {) into G-irreducible modules via an appropriate Fourier transform
(see Section 6). The continuous part in this decomposition can be identified
with the contribution of the unitary principal series, and is given by (see,
e.g., [23], formula (3.3), for details)
L2c(G, {)& 
n
j=0

_ # M ({j )
|

R+
p_(*) d* H_, * HomK (H_, * , V{j ),
where M ({j) denotes the set of M-types _ that occur in {j |M with multi-
plicity m(_, {j)>0, H_, * is the representation space of the unitary principal
series ?_, * , d* denotes Lebesgue measure on a*+&R
+ (the positive Weyl
chamber in a*), and p_(*) is the Plancherel density associated with ?_, * . In
our case we have m(_, {j)=1, \_ # M ({j ), \j, thus by Frobenius
Reciprocity HomK (H_, * , V{j )&C, \_ # M ({j), \ j.
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Using (2.7) one calculates [7]
?_j , *(D
2)=_*2+\n&12 & j+
2
& Id (0 jn&1). (3.12)
The continuous spectrum of D is then [7]
specc(D)={(&, &
1
2] _ [
1
2 , +),
R,
n even
n odd.
On the other hand, by a recent result of Goette and Semmelmann [12],
the point spectrum of the Dirac operator on a noncompact (irreducible)
Riemannian symmetric space X is nonempty if and only if X is isometric to
SU( p, q)S(U( p)_U(q)) with p+q odd, and specp(D)=[0] in this case.
Thus, for n even, we also have point spectrum for D. The discrete part in
the decomposition of L2(G, {) can be identified with the contribution of the
discrete series with HarishChandra parameter $k , see [12] and Section 6.
4. {-SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
4.1. Definitions and Basic Facts
We continue to denote by G and K the groups SU(n, 1) and S(U(n)_U(1)),
for n odd, and two double covers of these groups, for n even.
Recall the maximal abelian subspace a=Re1 of p. The corresponding
analytic Lie subgroup A of G is parametrized by the elements at=exp(te1).
Let : # a* be defined by :(te1)=t. Then [\:, \2:] is a restricted root
system of (g, a), with Weyl group W&[\id]. Hereafter we identify a*C
with C by means of *: W *.
Let n=g:g2: be the sum of the positive root subspaces, with dimen-
sions m:=2n&2 and m2:=1, and let \= 12 (m::+m2:2:)=n: be the
half-sum of the positive roots counted with multiplicity. Let N=exp n, let
G=KAN be the corresponding Iwasawa decomposition of G, and write
x=k(x) exp[H(x)] n(x), \x # G,
where H(x) # a, k(x) # K, and n(x) # N. Let M be the centralizer of A in K.
Let ({, V{) be any of the K-types {j ( j=0, ..., n) in (3.7). [By (3.10) we
have V{j &C
( n
j
)/C2
n
. A more concrete realization of V{j as a j th exterior
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product  j (V) will be considered in Section 7.] A function F : G  End(V{)
is called {-radial if
F(k1 xk2)={(k&12 ) F(x) {(k
&1
1 ), \x # G, \k1 , k2 # K.
We denote by C(G, {, {), C 0 (G, {, {), and L
2(G, {, {) the spaces of {-radial
functions that are respectively smooth, smooth with compact support, and
square integrable with respect to the inner product
(F1 , F2)=|
G
dx tr[F1(x) F2(x)*], (4.1)
where V denotes adjoint. The space C 0 (G, {, {) becomes a convolution
algebra under the convolution product
(F1 V F2)(x)=|
G
dy F1( y&1x) F2( y).
Since {|M is multiplicity free, it is well known (see, e.g., [8]) that the
convolution algebra C 0 (G, {, {) is commutative, and the algebra D(G, {)
of left-invariant differential operators acting on C(G, {) is also com-
mutative. [Actually, these conditions are satisfied for any { # K . This is well
known for n odd, or, for n even, if { can be pushed down to a representa-
tion of S(U(n)_U(1)) (see, for instance, [19]), but it holds, in fact, for
any K-type.]
A function 8 # C(G, {, {) with 8(e)=Id is called {-spherical if 8 is an
eigenfunction for D(G, {), i.e., there is a character /8 of D(G, {) such that
D8( } )v=/8(D) 8( } )v
for all D # D(G, {), and all v # V{ . Recall the following equivalent charac-
terizations of {-spherical functions as characters of C 0 (G, {, {), as eigen-
functions with respect to convolution with C 0 (G, {, {), or as solutions of
functional equations (see [5] or [22], for a proof).
Theorem 4.1. Let 8 # C(G, {, {), with 8(e)=Id. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) 8 is {-spherical;
(2) the map F  *8(F )= 1d{ G dx tr[F(x) 8(x
&1)] is a character of
C0 (G, {, {);
(3) 8 V F=*8(F )8, \F # C 0 (G, {, {);
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(4) 8 satisfies either one of the following (equivalent) functional
equations:
d{ |
K
dk {(k) 8(xky)=(tr 8( y)) 8(x), (4.2)
d{ |
K
dk 8(xky) /{(k)=8( y) 8(x), (4.3)
for all x, y # G, where /{ is the character and d{ the dimension of {.
Remark. It is actually possible to prove that (4.2) and (4.3) determine
the {-spherical functions completely, including the {-radiality condition.
More precisely, one can prove that if 8: G  End(V{) satisfies tr 8(x0){0
for some x0 # G and (4.2), then 8 is {-spherical. Similarly, if 8: G  End(V{)
satisfies 8(e)=Id and (4.3), then 8 is {-spherical.
Let M ({) denote the set of M-types _ that occur in {|M , with multiplicity
m(_, {)=1. By (3.8) we have
M ({0)=[_0], M ({n)=[_n&1], M ({j)=[_j&1 , _j] (1 jn&1).
For _ # M ({) and * # C, let ?_, * denote the principal series indGMAN(_
ei*1) of G, acting on H_, * &L2(K, _). By Frobenius Reciprocity { occurs
in ?_, * | K with multiplicity one.
Define J {_ # HomK (V{ , L
2(K, _))&HomK (V{ , H_, *) by
(J {_ v)( } )= d{d_ P_{( } )&1 v, v # V{ , (4.4)
where P_ is the orthogonal projection of V{ onto the _-isotypical subspace
V_ (d_ is the dimension of _). Note that J {_ is an isometry.
The adjoint operator P{_=(J
{
_)* # HomK (L
2(K, _), V{) is given by
P{_ f = d{d_ |K dk {(k) f (k). (4.5)
Note that P{_ b J
{
_=Id. Now define 8
{
_(*, } ) # C
(G, {, {) by
8{_(*, x)=P
{
_ b ?_, *(x
&1) b J {_ , x # G.
It is well known (see, e.g., [5] or [22]) that 8{_(*, } ) is {-spherical for
any * # C. Conversely, every {-spherical function can be written as 8{_(*, } ),
for suitable * # C and _ # M ({). (This follows immediately from Harish
Chandra’s Subquotient Theorem, and the fact that {|M is multiplicity free.)
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Moreover, 8{_ admits the following Eisenstein integral representation:
8{_(*, x)=
d{
d_ |K dk e
&(i*+\)(H(xk)){(k) P_{(k(xk)&1). (4.6)
In particular, 8{_ is holomorphic in *.
From (4.6) one obtains the following result, which will be needed later.
Since the proof is similar to the one in the scalar case ({=1), we shall omit
it. (See, e.g., [22], Theorem B.17.)
Proposition 4.2. Let the Haar measure on N =%(N) (% the Cartan
involution) be normalized by N dn e&2\(H(n )=1. Then
8{_(&*, at)=e
(i*&\)(log at )(c{_(*)+ o(1)t  +), if Im *<0,
where
c{_(*)=
d{
d_
C {(*) P_ ,
and C {(*) is HarishChandra’s generalized c-function
C {(*)=|
N
dn e&(i*+\)(H(n )){(k(n )).
The integral here converges absolutely if Im *<0, and admits a meromorphic
continuation to all of a*C . Moreover C
{(*) # EndM(V{).
In our case the functions 8{_ are all even in *,
8{_(&*, } )=8
{
_(*, } ). (4.7)
Indeed, the nontrivial element w of the Weyl group acts trivially on M ,
w_=_, \_ # M . (This can be shown easily.) Consequently for * real we
have ?_, * tw } ?_, *=?_, &* , which implies (4.7) for * real, and then for all
* # C by analytic continuation.
We set for short
8 jk(*, } )#8{j_k(*, } ),
where k=0 for j=0, k=n&1 for j=n, and k # [ j&1, j] for 1 jn&1.
Recall that since dim GK=2n is even, the Dirac operator D exchanges
positive spinors with negative spinors, i.e., D: C(G, {\)  C (G, {). By
(3.11) it is clear that {j /{+ (resp., {&) if n&j is even (resp., odd). Thus
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for n even {2k /{+ and {2k+1 /{& , whereas for n odd it is the opposite.
Clearly D  D(G, {j), for any j. However, by (2.7) we see that the iterated
Dirac operator D2 # D(G, {j), \ j. Moreover, it follows by (3.12) that
D28 jj&1(*, } )=_*2+\n+12 & j+
2
& 8 jj&1(*, } ) (1 jn), (4.8)
D28 jj (*, } )=_*2+\n&12 & j+
2
& 8 jj (*, } ) (0 jn&1). (4.9)
Now let F be {j -radial. By the Cartan decomposition G=KAK, we see
that F is completely determined by its restriction to A. Since F(a) #
EndM(V{j ), \a # A, by Schur’s lemma F(a) is a scalar on each M-isotypic
subspace V_ of V{j . Thus, for each _ # M ({j) there exists a function f_ : R  C,
such that
F(at)= :

_ # M ({j)
f_(t) IdV_ .
The functions f_ are called the scalar components of F. Notice that if
w=m$M is the nontrivial element of the Weyl group (where m$ # M$, the
normalizer of A in K), then m$&1atm$=a&t , and {j (m$) stabilizes V_ /V{j .
This implies easily that f_ is an even function, \_ # M ({j), \j.
We shall now derive a differential equation for the scalar components of
the spherical functions 8 jk .
4.2. The Differential Equation
The first step is to write down the radial part of D2. Recall the real basis
[ek , e~ k]k=1, ..., n of p defined at the beginning of Section 3. This basis is
orthonormal with respect to cB|p_p , where B is the Killing form on
g=su(n, 1), and the normalization constant c>0 is chosen so that
cB(X, Y )= 12 tr(XY ), \X, Y # su(n, 1). (4.10)
With this choice the scalar product ( , ) =cB|p_p on p induces, by left
translation, the standard metric of sectional curvature &4}&1 on
Hn(C). The scalar curvature of this metric is given by
S=&4n(n+1). (4.11)
By (2.4) and (2.5) we get
&D2+
S
4
Id=0p ,
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where
0p=0g+0k= :
n
k=1
(e2k+e~
2
k).
We have the following decompositions of p and k into eigenspaces of
(ad e1)2 :
p=ap: p2: ,
k=m k: k2: ,
where
p:=[X # p : (ad e1)2 X=X],
p2:=[X # p : (ad e1)2 X=4X],
and similar definitions for k: , k2: .
Define the following elements of k:
Yk=E1k&Ek1=[e1 , ek] (2kn),
Y k=&i (E1k+Ek1)=[e1 , e~ k] (2kn),
Y 1=&i (E11&En+1, n+1)= 12 [e1 , e~ 1 ],
where Eij denotes the n+1_n+1 matrix with entry 1 at place (i, j), and
zero entries elsewhere. A simple calculation gives
[e1 , Yk]=ek , [e1 , Y k]=e~ k , [e1 , Y 1]=2e~ 1 .
This implies that
p:=span[ek , e~ k , 2kn], p2:=span[e~ 1],
k:=span[Yk , Y k , 2kn], k2:=span[Y 1].
Note that the set [Y 1 , Yk , Y k]k=2, ..., n is orthonormal with respect to &cB| k_k .
We have now the following result.
Theorem 4.3. Let { be any of the K-types {j (0 jn), and let 8 be
any of the {-spherical functions 8{_(*, } ) (_ # M ({), * # C). Then the radial
part of 0p acting on the restriction 8(at) is given by
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(0p8)(at)=\d
2
dt2
+[2(n&1) cth t+2 cth(2t)]
d
dt+ 8(at)
+(sh t)&2 8(at) :
n
k=2
({(Y 2k)+{(Y
2
k))+(sh 2t)
&2 8(at) {(Y 21)
+(cth t)2 \ :
n
k=2
({(Y 2k)+{(Y
2
k))+ 8(at)+(cth 2t)2 {(Y 21) 8(at)
&2(sh t)&1 (cth t) :
n
k=2
({(Yk) 8(at) {(Yk)+{(Y k) 8(at) {(Y k))
&2(sh 2t)&1 (cth 2t) {(Y 1) 8(at) {(Y 1). (4.12)
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the following formulas,
whose proof is standard and will be omitted. For t>0 and all k=2, ..., n,
we have
ek=&(sh t)&1 Ad(a&t) Yk+cth(t) Yk ,
{e~ k=&(sh t)&1 Ad(a&t) Y k+cth(t) Y k , (4.13)e~ 1=&(sh 2t)&1 Ad(a&t) Y 1+cth(2t) Y 1 ,
{
e2k=(sh t)
&2 (Ad(a&t) Yk)2+(cth t)2 Y 2k
&2(sh t)&1 cth(t)(Ad(a&t) Yk) Yk+cth(t) e1 ,
e~ 2k=(sh t)
&2 (Ad(a&t) Y k)2+(cth t)2 Y 2k
&2(sh t)&1 cth(t)(Ad(a&t) Y k) Y k+cth(t) e1 ,
e~ 21=(sh 2t)
&2 (Ad(a&t) Y 1)2+(cth 2t)2 Y 21
&2(sh 2t)&1 cth(2t)(Ad(a&t) Y 1) Y 1+2 cth(2t) e1 .
We shall now use (4.12) to find a differential equation for the scalar
components of the spherical functions.
We have
:
n
k=2
({(Y 2k)+{(Y
2
k))={(0k)&{(0m)&{(Y
2
1),
where 0m is the Casimir element of m. By (2.6) and (4.11) we get
{j (0k)=&12 n(n+1) Id, \ j=0, ..., n.
The Casimir value of the M-type _j is given by (see [7])
c(_j)=
n2&1
4
+ j(n& j&1), 0 jn&1.
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Thus
&{j (0m)={
n2&1
4
Id,
c(_ j&1 ) IdV_j&1 c(_ j ) IdV_j ,
for j=0, n,
for 1 jn&1,
where we write V{j=V_j&1V_j , for 1 jn&1. We now calculate {j (Y 1 ).
Lemma 4.4. We have
[k2: , m]=0, that is [Y 1 , Y]=0, \Y # m.
Proof. From the commutation relations in [14], p. 335, we have
[k2: , m]/k2: .
Since dim k2:=1 we get, for Y # m,
[Y 1 , Y]=*Y 1 ,
for some constant *. Let ( , ) be the positive inner product on g given by
(X, Z) =&cB(X, %Z) (X, Z # g).
Using the invariance of B under the adjoint representation, we find
* (Y 1 , Y 1) =([Y 1 , Y], Y 1) =&(Y, [Y 1 , Y 1]) =0,
whence *=0. We can also give a direct proof, namely since
1 0 0
Y 1=&i \0 0n&1 0+ ,0 0 &1
it is clear that Y 1 commutes with m given in (3.1).
Proposition 4.5. We have
i
n+1
2
Id, if j=0,
{j (Y 1)={&i n+12 Id, if j=n,i \n&12 & j+ IdV_j&1  i \n+12 & j+ IdV_j , if 1 jn&1.
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Proof. By the lemma above, {j (Y 1) # EndM(V{j), \j. Thus {j (Y 1)=cj Id,
for j=0, n, and
{j (Y 1)=aj&1 IdV_j&1 bj IdV_j , for 1 jn&1.
Note that Y 1 # h, the compact Cartan subalgebra of g. Let V{j=

+ # 4({j)
V+
be the weight-space decomposition of V{j . Let $j be the highest weight (3.6)
of {j .
For j=0, n there is only one weight, namely 4({0)=[$0] and 4({n)=[$n]
(since d{0=d{n=1). Thus
c0=$0(Y 1)=\&12 :
n
k=1
=k+
n
2
=n+1+ (diag(&i, 0, ..., 0, i))=i n+12 ,
cn=$n(Y 1)=\12 :
n
k=1
=k&
n
2
=n+1+ (diag(&i, 0, ..., 0, i))=&i n+12 .
Now let 1 jn&1. To get aj&1 (resp., bj) it is enough to compute
{j (Y 1)v for some v # V_j&1 (resp., v # V_j ). It is easy to see that the highest
weight subspace V$j /V_j&1 .
Indeed, for H=diag(h1 , h2 , ..., hn , h1) # b (the Cartan subalgebra of m),
we have
$j (H)=
n&2 j+1
2
h1+
1
2
:
j
2
hk&
1
2
:
n
j+1
hk .
But (=1&=n+1)|b=0, and we can rewrite $ j (H) as
$j (H)=\n&2 j+14 (=1+=n+1)+
1
2
:
j
2
=k&
1
2
:
n
j+1
=k+ (H)=+j&1(H),
where +j&1 is the highest weight of _ j&1 (cfr. (3.9)).
In a similar way, let $$j # 4({j) be defined by
$$j =&
1
2
=1+
1
2
:
j+1
2
=k&
1
2
:
n
j+2
=k+\n2& j+ =n+1
=&
1
2
:1+
1
2
:2+ } } } +
1
2
:j+1&
1
2
:j+2& } } } &
1
2
:n .
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Then the weight subspace V$$j /V_j , since
$$j (H)=
n&2 j&1
2
h1+
1
2
:
j+1
2
hk&
1
2
:
n
j+2
hk
=\n&2 j&14 (=1+=n+1)+
1
2
:
j+1
2
=k&
1
2
:
n
j+2
=k+ (H)=+j (H),
for all H # b. Using this, we calculate
aj&1=$j (Y 1)=i
n&2 j&1
2
, bj=$$j (Y 1)=i
n&2 j+1
2
,
as claimed.
Corollary 4.6. We have
:
n
k=2
({j (Y 2k)+{j (Y
2
k))={0,&2(n& j) IdV_j&1  (&2 j) IdV_j ,
if j=0, n,
if j=1, ..., n&1.
This corollary is proved by the obvious computation.
All terms in the right-hand side of (4.12) can now be explicitly written
down, except for the penultimate line.
However, for {={0 , {n , 8(at) is a scalar, and the sum over k in the
penultimate line reduces to 8(at) n2 ({(Y
2
k)+{(Y
2
k))=0. Using the above
equations and (4.12) in (4.8)(4.9), we get easily the following result.
Proposition 4.7. The scalar component ,=,0 of 800 satisfies the
differential equation
{d
2
dt2
+[(2n&1) cth t+th t]
d
dt
+
(n+1)2
4 ch2 t
+*2+n2= ,(*, t)=0. (4.14)
Similarly, the scalar component ,=,n of 8nn&1 satisfies (4.14).
Now consider {j , with 1 jn&1. Put
Y\k =Yk\iY k (2kn).
One computes easily
[H, Y \k ]=\(=1&=k)(H) Y
\
k , \H # h.
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Clearly Y \k # k
C are root vectors for the compact roots \(=1&=k) # 2k . The
action of {j (Y \k ) on the weight vectors v+ # V+ /V{j is given by
{j (H)({j (Y \k ) v+)=(+\(=1&=k))(H)({j (Y
\
k ) v+),
for all H # h, i.e., {j (Y \k ) v+ is a weight vector for +\(=1&=k), or it is zero
if this is not a weight. One checks easily that
{j (Y +k ) V$j=0, { j (Y
&
k ) V$$j=0, \k=2, ..., n.
Proposition 4.8. Let {={j (1 jn&1), and let 8(at)=,1(t) IdV_j&1
,2(t) IdV_j be either 8
j
j&1(*, at) or 8
j
j (*, at). Then
:
n
k=2
({(Yk) 8(at) {(Yk)+{(Y k) 8(at) {(Y k))
=&2(n& j) ,2(t) IdV_j&1  (&2 j,1(t)) IdV_j . (4.15)
Proof. The left-hand side of (4.15) is in EndM(V{), thus it is enough to
compute it on the weight vectors v$j # V$j /V_j&1 and v$$j # V$$j /V_j . It is
easy to see that
{(Y &k ) V$j /V_j , {(Y
+
k ) V$$j /V_j&1 , \k=2, ..., n.
Using this we compute
:
n
k=2
({(Yk) 8(at) {(Yk)+{(Y k) 8(at) {(Y k)) v$j
= 12 :
n
k=2
({(Y +k ) 8(at) {(Y
&
k )+{(Y
&
k ) 8(at) {(Y
+
k )) v$j
= 12 :
n
k=2
{(Y +k ) 8(at)({(Y
&
k ) v$j )
= 12 ,2(t) :
n
k=2
{(Y +k ) {(Y
&
k ) v$j
= 12 ,2(t) :
n
k=2
({(Y +k ) {(Y
&
k )+{(Y
&
k ) {(Y
+
k )) v$j
=,2(t) :
n
k=2
({(Y 2k)+{(Y
2
k)) v$j
=&2(n& j) ,2(t) v$j ,
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where we used the Corollary above. In a similar way we compute
:
n
k=2
({(Yk) 8(at) {(Yk)+{(Y k) 8(at) {(Y k)) v$$j=&2 j,1(t) v$$j .
This proves (4.15).
By (4.12) and (4.8)(4.9), we then easily get the following result.
Proposition 4.9. The scalar components (,j&1 , ,j) of 8 jj&1 (1 jn&1)
satisfy the following system of differential equations
{d
2
dt2
+[(2n&1) cth t+th t]
d
dt
+
(n&2 j&1)2
4 ch2 t
&
4(n& j)
sh2 t
+*2+n2= ,j&1(*, t)
+
4(n& j ) ch t
sh2 t
,j (*, t)=0, (4.16)
{d
2
dt2
+[(2n&1) cth t+th t]
d
dt
+
(n&2 j+1)2
4 ch2 t
&
4 j
sh2 t
+*2+n2+n&2 j= ,j (*, t)
+
4 j ch t
sh2 t
, j&1(*, t)=0. (4.17)
Similarly, the scalar components (, j&1 , , j) of 8 jj satisfy (4.16)(4.17),
with the replacements ,j&1  , j&i , ,j  , j , and *2  *2&n+2 j.
4.3. {-Spherical Functions as Jacobi Functions
For :, ;, * # C, :{&1, &2, ..., and t # R, let . (:, ;)* (t) be the Jacobi
function defined by
. (:, ;)* (t)=F \:+;+1+i*2 ,
:+;+1&i*
2
, :+1, &sh2 t+ , (4.18)
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where F(a, b, c, z) is the hypergeometric function. It is well known (see,
e.g., [18]) that .=. (:, ;)\* is the unique C
 solution of the equation
{d
2
dt2
+[(2:+1) cth t+(2;+1) th t]
d
dt
+*2+(:+;+1)2= .=0,
(4.19)
which is even and normalized by .(0)=1.
4.3.1. The Case {={0 , {n
We look for a solution of (4.14) of the form
,(*, t)=(ch t)+ .*(t).
Substituting in (4.14), we find that the choice +=(n+1)2 eliminates the
terms containing ch&2 t, and yields the following equation for .* :
{d
2
dt2
+[(2n&1) cth t+(n+2) th t]
d
dt
+*2+\3n+12 +
2
= .*(t)=0.
Comparing this with (4.19), and recalling that ,(*, t) is even in t, we obtain
the following result.
Theorem 4.10. The scalar components ,0 of 800 and ,n of 8
n
n&1 are
given by
,0(*, t)=,n(*, t)=(ch t) (n+1)2 . (n&1, (n+1)2)* (t). (4.20)
4.3.2. The Case {={n2
For j=n2 (n even), the system (4.16)(4.17) for the scalar components
of 8n2n2&1 decouples immediately by taking the sum and the difference of
the two equations. Introducing the functions
,=
,n2&1+,n2
2
, , =
,n2&1&,n2
2
,
we obtain the differential equations
{
d 2
dt2
+[(2n&1) cth t+th t]
d
dt
+
1
4 ch2 t
+
n
ch2
t
2
+*2+n2= ,(*, t)=0,
{
d 2
dt2
+[(2n&1) cth t+th t]
d
dt
+
1
4 ch2 t
&
n
sh2
t
2
+*2+n2= , (*, t)=0.
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We look for a solution of the form
,(*, t)=(ch2 t)+ \ch2 t2+
&
.(*, t),
, (*, t)==(ch2 t)+$ \sh2 t2+
&$
.~ (*, t),
where = is a constant to be determined (recall that ,(*, 0)=1, while
, (*, 0)=0). A tedious but straightforward calculation reveals that the
choice
+=+$=&14 , &=&$=1,
eliminates the terms containing ch&2 t, ch&2 t2 and sh
&2 t
2 , and yields a
differential equation of Jacobi type for . and .~ . We get
,(*, t)=(ch t)&12 \ch2 t2+ . (n&1, n+1)2* \
t
2+ ,
, (*, t)==(ch t)&12 \sh2 t2+ . (n+1, n&1)2* \
t
2+ ,
whence
,n2&1(*, t)=
1
- ch t _ch2 \
t
2+ . (n&1, n+1)2* \
t
2++= sh2 \
t
2+ . (n+1, n&1)2* \
t
2+& ,
,n2(*, t)=
1
- ch t _ch2 \
t
2+ . (n&1, n+1)2* \
t
2+&= sh2 \
t
2+ .(n+1, n&1)2* \
t
2+& .
To find the value of = we use Proposition (4.2). Recall, by [18], the
following asymptotic behavior of the Jacobi functions:
.(:, ;)* (t)=e
(i*&\) t(c:, ;(*)+ o(1)t  +), if Im *<0, (4.21)
where \=:+;+1, and
c:, ;(*)=
2\&i*1(:+1) 1(i*)
1 \i*+\2 + 1 \
i*+:&;+1
2 +
. (4.22)
By (4.21)(4.22) we obtain
,n2&1(*, t)=e(i*&n) t _ 2
2n&2i*&121(n) 1(2i*)
1(i*+n+12) 1(i*&12) \1&
=n(n+1)
*2+14 ++ o(1)t  +& ,
for Im *<0. For ,n2 we get the same formula with =  &=.
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Now Proposition (4.2) and (4.7) imply that for Im *<0 the scalar
component ,n2(*, t) of 8n2n2&1(*, at) is negligible, as t  +, compared to
,n2&1(*, t), unless C {(*) P_n2&1=0. In other words, for Im *<0 we have
lim
t  +
,n2(*, t)
,n2&1(*, t)
=0,
except (possibly) for those values of * at which the upper component of the
generalized c-function C {(*) vanishes. Since ,n2&1(*, t) and ,n2(*, t) are
holomorphic in *, we find for all *
==&
*2+14
n(n+1)
.
Similar considerations can be repeated for the spherical function 8n2n2 . Its
scalar components (, n2&1 , , n2) satisfy the same system as (,n2&1 , ,n2),
but now Proposition (4.2) implies
lim
t  +
, n2&1(*, t)
, n2(*, t)
=0,
unless C {(*)P_n2=0. This gives the opposite value of =, and amounts to
exchanging the scalar components found before. We also see that C {(*) is
a scalar,
C{(*)=cst
2&2i*1(2i*)
1(i*+n+12) 1(i*&12)
Id, (4.23)
where cst is a constant independent of *. We have obtained the following
result.
Theorem 4.11. The scalar components (,n2&1 , ,n2) of 8n2n2&1 are given
by
,n2&1(*, t)
=
1
- ch t _ch2 \
t
2+ . (n&1, n+1)2* \
t
2+&
*2+14
n(n+1)
sh2 \ t2+ . (n+1, n&1)2* \
t
2+& ,
(4.24)
,n2(*, t)
=
1
- ch t _ch2 \
t
2+ . (n&1, n+1)2* \
t
2++
*2+14
n(n+1)
sh2 \ t2+ . (n+1, n&1)2* \
t
2+& .
(4.25)
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The scalar components (, n2&1 , , n2) of 8n2n2 are given by , n2&1=,n2 ,
, n2=,n2&1 .
We can easily check the existence of harmonic L2 spinors for {={n2 . By
(3.12) we see that for _ # [_n2&1 , _n2],
?_, *(D2)=*2+
1
4
=0  *=\
i
2
.
The c-function (4.23) vanishes at *=& i2 , and ,n2&1(&
i
2 , t) goes to zero
faster than
e(i*&n) t |*=&i2=e&(n&12) t,
as t  +. Indeed, by (4.24)(4.25), we have
,n2&1 \\ i2 , t+=,n2 \\
i
2
, t+
=(ch t)&12 ch2 \ t2+ . (n&1, n+1)&i \
t
2+
=(ch t)&12 \ch2 t2+
&n
t
t  +
cst e&(n+12) t, (4.26)
where we used
.(n&1, n+1)&i \ t2+=\ch2
t
2+
&n&1
,
which is easy to prove. Thus
"8n2n2&1 \\ i2 , }+"
2
L2
=cst |

0
dt(sh t)2n&2 (sh 2t) },n2&1 \\ i2 , t+}
2
=cst |

0
dt e&t<+,
i.e., 8n2n2&1(\
i
2 , } ) # L
2(G, {, {). [We used here Eq. (5.3) below.]
We shall now rewrite (4.24)(4.25) in another form, which will suggest
the general form of the solution to (4.16)(4.17) for generic values of j.
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Proposition 4.12. The scalar components (,n2&1 , ,n2) of 8n2n2&1 can
be written equivalently as
,n2&1(*, t)=- ch t [2. (n&1, 12)* (t)&. (n, &12)* (t)], (4.27)
,n2(*, t)=
1
- ch t
. (n, &12)* (t). (4.28)
Proof. Recall the raising and lowering operators for the third entry of
the hypergeometric function (cfr. [9], Eqs. (22) and (24), p. 102, with n=1):
F(a, b, c&1, z)=\ zc&1
d
dz
+1+ F(a, b, c, z), (4.29)
F(a, b, c+1, z)=
c
(c&a)(c&b) _(1&z)
d
dz
+c&a&b& F(a, b, c, z).
Recall also the quadratic transformation in [9], Eq. (2), p. 111, which
yields the identity
. (n, n)2* \ t2+=. (n, &12)* (t).
Recalling (4.18), we get
. (n&1, n+1)2* \ t2+=_
1
n
th \ t2+
d
dt
+1& . (n, &12)* (t),
. (n+1, n&1)2* \ t2+=&
n(n+1)
*2+14 _
1
n
cth \ t2+
d
dt
+1& . (n, &12)* (t).
Using this in (4.24)(4.25), we obtain easily
,n2(*, t)=
1
- ch t
. (n, &12)* (t), (4.30)
,n2&1(*, t)=
1
- ch t {
1
n
sh(t)
d
dt
+ch(t)= . (n, &12)* (t)
=- ch t {1n th(t)
d
dt
+1= . (n, &12)* (t). (4.31)
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To calculate the derivative in (4.31) write th(t) ddt=2z
d
dz , where z=&sh
2 t,
and use the formula
z
d
dz
F(a, b, c, z)=(c&1) F(a, b, c&1, z)&(c&1) F(a, b, c, z) (4.32)
(obtained from (4.29)). This gives exactly (4.27), and proves the proposition.
4.3.3. The Generic Case
Let {={j , with 1 jn&1. Inspired by (4.30)(4.31), we look for a
solution of (4.16)(4.17) of the form
,j (*, t)=(ch2 t)& F(*, t), (4.33)
,j&1(*, t)=(ch2 t)& { 12 j sh(t)
d
dt
+ch(t)= F(*, t)
=(ch2 t)&+12 { 12 j th(t)
d
dt
+1= F(*, t). (4.34)
In terms of the variable z=&sh2 t, and dropping the dependence on * for
simplicity, we write
,j (z)=(1&z)& F(z), (4.35)
,j&1(z)=(1&z)&+12 \zj
d
dz
+1+ F(z). (4.36)
Substituting (4.35)(4.36) in (4.17), we find that the choice
&=&
n&2 j+1
4
(4.37)
eliminates the terms proportional to 1(1&z). The terms proportional to
1z cancel out as well, and we get the differential equation
z(1&z) F"+[1+n&(2&+n+2)z] F $&_&n+&2+*
2
4
+
n2
4
+
n
4
+
j
2& F=0,
where F $= ddz F. The solution is
F(z)=F \(n+1)2+ j+i*2 ,
(n+1)2+ j&i*
2
, n+1, z+ , (4.38)
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or, returning to the variable t,
F(*, t)=.(n, j&(n+1)2)* (t).
A long computation shows that (4.35)(4.36), with F given by (4.38), is
also a solution of (4.16). Finally, we use (4.32) to calculate the term z ddz F
in (4.36), and obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.13. The scalar components (,j&1 , , j) of 8 jj&1 (1 jn&1)
are given by
,j&1(*, t)=(ch t) j&(n&1)2 {nj . (n&1, j&(n&1)2)* (t)&
n&j
j
. (n, j&(n+1)2)* (t)= ,
(4.39)
,j (*, t)=(ch t) j&(n+1)2 . (n, j&(n+1)2)* (t). (4.40)
For j=n2, Eqs. (4.39)(4.40) reduce to (4.27)(4.28). For j=n, Eq. (4.39)
reduces to (4.20).
To get 8 jj observe that its scalar components (, j&1 , , j) satisfy the system
(4.16)(4.17), with *2  *2&n+2 j. One checks immediately that this is the
same system satisfied by (,n& j , ,n& j&1), where (,n& j&1 , ,n& j) are the
scalar components of 8n& jn& j&1 . Thus we get
, j&1=,n& j , , j=,n& j&1 , (4.41)
i.e., the upper component of 8 jj equals the lower component of 8
n& j
n& j&1 ,
and viceversa. Letting j  n& j in (4.39)(4.40), we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 4.14. The scalar components (, j&1 , , j ) of 8 jj (1 jn&1)
are given by
, j&1(*, t)=(ch t)(n&1)2&j . (n, (n&1)2&j )* (t), (4.42)
, j (*, t)=(ch t)(n+1)2&j
_{ nn&j . (n&1, (n+1)2&j)* (t)&
j
n& j
. (n, (n&1)2&j )* (t)= .
(4.43)
Let us check the asymptotic behavior of our solution.
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For 8 jj&1 | A = ,j & 1 IdV_j&1  ,j IdV_j we get, using (4.21)(4.22) in
(4.39)(4.40),
,j&1(*, t)=e(i*&n) t
_\
2n&1&i*1(n+1) 1(i*)[i*+ j&(n+1)2]
j1 \i*& j+3(n+1)22 + 1 \
i*+ j+(n+1)2
2 +
+ o(1)
t  ++ ,
,j (*, t)=e(i*&n&1) t
_\
2n+1&i*1(n+1) 1(i*)
1 \i*&j+3(n+1)22 + 1 \
i*+ j+(n+1)2
2 +
+ o(1)
t  ++ ,
(4.44)
for Im *<0. The leading term is given by ,j&1 , in agreement with Proposi-
tion (4.2), and we identify the upper component of the c-function as
C {j (*) P_j&1=cst
2&i*1(i*)[i*+ j&(n+1)2]
1 \i*& j+3(n+1)22 + 1 \
i*+ j+(n+1)2
2 +
IdV_j&1 ,
where cst is a constant independent of *.
For 8 jj |A=, j&1 IdV_j&1 , j IdV_j we get similar formulas, using (4.41).
This time the leading term is given by , j , and the lower component of the
c-function is
C{j (*) P_j=cst
2&i*1(i*)[i*& j+(n&1)2]
1 \i*+ j+(n+3)22 + 1 \
i*& j+(3n+1)2
2 +
IdV_j .
Let us check that there are no harmonic L2 spinors for j{n2. For
_ # [_j&1 , _j] we have, by (3.12),
?_, *(D2)=0  *=\*j&1 , \*j ,
where
*j&1=i \n+12 &j+ , *j=i \
n&1
2
& j+ . (4.45)
Proposition 4.15. For all j=1, ..., n&1, we have
8 jj&1(\*j&1 , } )=8
j
j (\*j , } ). (4.46)
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Proof. Let us prove, for instance, that
,j&1(*j&1 , t)=, j&1(*j , t). (4.47)
By (4.39) and (4.42) we get, with z=&sh2 t, and reminding (4.18),
,j&1(*j&1 , t)=(1&z) ( j&(n&1)2)2
_{ nj F \ j,
n+1
2
, n, z+&n&jj F \ j,
n+1
2
, n+1, z+= ,
(4.48)
, j&1(*j , t)=(1&z) ((n&1)2&j )2 F \n&j, n+12 , n+1, z+ . (4.49)
Using [9], Eq. (2), p. 105 we can rewrite (4.49) as
, j&1(*j , t)=(1&z) ( j&(n&1)2)2 F \ j+1, n+12 , n+1, z+ .
Comparing with (4.48), we see that we have to prove
F \ j+1, n+12 , n+1, z+=
n
j
F \ j, n+12 , n, z+&
n& j
j
F \ j, n+12 , n+1, z+ .
This follows from [9], Eq. (35), p. 103, with a= j, b=(n+1)2, and
c=n+1. The other relation
,j (*j&1 , t)=, j (* j , t)
is proved in a similar way.
In view of (4.46), it is enough to study the integral
&8 jj&1(\*j&1 , } )&
2
L2=cst |

0
dt(sh t)2n&2 (sh 2t) &8 jj&1(\*j&1 , at)&
2
HS
=cst |

0
dt(sh t)2n&2 (sh 2t) _\n&1j&1+ |,j&1(\*j&1 , t)|2
+\n&1j + |,j (\*j&1 , t)|2& .
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From (4.44), we find easily
,j (\*j&1 , t) tt  + {
cst e&[ j+(n+1)2] t,
cst e&[3(n+1)2&j] t,
if j<
n+1
2
,
if j>
n+1
2
.
(4.50)
To get , j&1(\*j&1 , t), observe that since *j=&*n& j&1 , we have, by
(4.47) and (4.41),
,j&1(\*j&1 , t)=, j&1(\* j , t)=,n& j (\*j , t)=,n& j (*n& j&1 , t),
where ,n& j is the lower component of 8n& jn& j&1 . Letting j  n& j in (4.50),
we get
,j&1(\*j&1 , t) tt  + {
cst e&[(n+3)2+ j] t,
cst e&[(3n+1)2&j] t,
if j<
n&1
2
,
if j>
n&1
2
.
(4.51)
By (4.50)(4.51), we find
|

0
dt e(n&1&2 j) t=, for j<
n&1
2
,
&8 jj&1(\* j&1 , } )&
2
L2t{| 0 dt e(2 j&n&1) t=, for j>n+12 ,|
0
dt e&t<, for j=
n
2
.
For j=(n+1)2 we get ,j&1(\*j&1 , t)tcst e&tn from (4.51). For
j=(n&1)2 we get ,j (\*j&1 , t)tcst e&tn from (4.50). This implies
&8 jj&1(\*j&1 , } )&
2
L2= also for j=(n&1)2, (n+1)2.
We end this section by writing down a differential relation between the
scalar components of the spherical functions, which will play an important
role later.
Proposition 4.16. The scalar components (,j&1 , ,j) of 8 jj&1 (1 jn&1)
are related by
,j&1(*, t)=
1
2 j
sh(t) \ ddt+\
n+1
2
& j+ th t+2 j cth t+ ,j (*, t). (4.52)
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Similarly, the scalar components (, j&1 , , j ) of 8 jj are related by
, j (*, t)=
1
2(n& j)
sh(t) \ ddt+\ j&
n&1
2 + th t+2(n& j) cth t+ , j&1(*, t).
(4.53)
Proof. From (4.33)(4.34) and (4.37), we have
,j&1(*, t)=
1
2 j
(ch t) j&(n&1)2 {th(t) ddt+2 j= ((ch t) (n+1)2&j ,j (*, t)).
This implies immediately (4.52). Letting j  n& j, and keeping in mind
(4.41), we get (4.53).
5. THE SPHERICAL TRANSFORM
We keep all the notations of Section 4. Let {={j ( j=0, ..., n). The spherical
transform of a {-radial function F # C 0 (G, {, {) is the collection of scalar-
valued functions
[*  H{_(F )(*), _ # M ({)],
where
H{_(F )(*)=
1
d{ |G dx tr[F(x) 8
{
_(*, x
&1)]. (5.1)
The spherical transform arises naturally as the Gelfand transform on the
commutative convolution algebra C 0 (G, {, {) (cfr. Theorem (4.1)).
As usual, we set for short
H jk=H
{j
_k
.
Recall, by [18], the Jacobi transform J(:, ;)( f ) of f # C 0 (R)even , defined
by
J(:, ;)( f )(*)=|

0
dt(2 sh t)2:+1 (2 ch t)2;+1 . (:, ;)* (t) f (t). (5.2)
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We shall now express the spherical transform of F # C 0 (G, {, {) in terms
of suitable Jacobi transforms of its scalar components.
The Haar measure dx on G will be normalized so that the following
integral formula for the Cartan decomposition G=KAK holds: for all
f # L1(G),
|
G
dx f (x)=|
K
|

0
|
K
dk1 dt dk2(2 sh t)2n&2 (2 sh 2t) f (k1 at k2)
=|
K
|

0
|
K
dk1 dt dk2(2 sh t)2n&1 (2 ch t) f (k1at k2), (5.3)
where dt is the Lebesgue measure on R&a, and dk is the Haar measure
on K, normalized by K dk=1.
Consider first the case of {={0 , {n .
Proposition 5.1. Let {={0 , and let F # C 0 (G, {, {), with scalar compo-
nent f. Then
H00(F )(*)=2
&n&1J(n&1, (n+1)2) \ f (t)(ch t) (n+1)2+ (*) (* # C). (5.4)
Similarly, the spherical transform Hnn&1(F ) of F # C

0 (G, {n , {n), with scalar
component f, is given by (5.4).
Proof. Since 8{_(*, a
&1
t )=8
{
_(*, at)=,0(*, t) Id, we get, from (5.1)
and (5.3),
H00(F )(*)=|

0
dt(2 sh t)2n&1 (2 ch t) ,0(*, t) f (t).
Using here (4.20), and recalling (5.2), we get (5.4) by a straightforward
computation. The case {={n is handled in the same way.
Next, we consider the case {={n2 . This can also be obtained from the
generic case ({={j , with 1 jn&1), which is dealt with later. However,
it will be convenient, for the inversion formula, to single out the expression
of the spherical transform that one obtains using (4.24)(4.25).
Proposition 5.2. Let {={n2 . Let F # C 0 (G, {, {), with scalar components
fn2&1 , fn2 , and put f = 12 ( fn2&1+ fn2), f =
1
2 ( fn2&1& fn2). Then
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Hn2n2&1(F )(*)=
1
4 {J(n&1, n+1) \
- ch 2t
ch2 t
f (2t)+ (2*)
&
*2+14
n(n+1)
J(n+1, n&1) \- ch 2tsh2 t f (2t)+ (2*)= , (5.5)
Hn2n2(F )(*)=
1
4 {J (n&1, n+1) \
- ch 2t
ch2 t
f (2t)+ (2*)
+
*2+14
n(n+1)
J(n+1, n&1) \- ch 2tsh2 t f (2t)+ (2*)= . (5.6)
Proof. Using (5.1), (5.3), and
\n&1n2 +=\
n&1
n2&1+=
1
2 \
n
n2+ ,
we get, recalling (4.24)(4.25),
Hn2n2&1(F )(*)=
1
2 |

0
dt(2 sh t)2n&1 (2 ch t)
_[ fn2&1(t) ,n2&1(*, t)+ fn2(t) ,n2(*, t)]
=2 |

0
dt \2 sh t2+
2n&1
\2 ch t2+
2n&1
- ch t
_{ch2 \ t2+ . (n&1, n+1)2* \
t
2+ f (t)
&
*2+14
n(n+1)
sh2 \ t2+ . (n+1, n&1)2* \
t
2+ f (t)=
=
1
8 |

0
dt \2 sh t2+
2n&1
\2 ch t2+
2n+3
.(n&1, n+1)2* \t2+
- ch t
ch2
t
2
f (t)
&
*2+14
8n(n+1) |

0
dt \2 sh t2+
2n+3
\2 ch t2+
2n&1
_. (n+1, n&1)2* \ t2+
- ch t
sh2
t
2
f (t). (5.7)
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Now note the identities
|

0
dt \2 sh t2+
2n&1
\2 ch t2+
2n+3
. (n&1, n+1)2* \ t2+ g(t)
=2 |

0
du(2 sh u)2n&1 (2 ch u)2n+3 . (n&1, n+1)2* (u) g(2u)
=2 J(n&1, n+1)(g(2t))(2*),
and
|

0
dt \2 sh t2+
2n+3
\2 ch t2+
2n&1
. (n+1, n&1)2* \ t2+ g(t)
=2 |

0
du(2 sh u)2n+3 (2 ch u)2n&1 . (n+1, n&1)2* (u) g(2u)
=2 J(n+1, n&1)(g(2t))(2*).
Using these identities in (5.7) we get immediately (5.5). Equation (5.6) is
obtained in a similar way.
Now let us consider the generic case. The following result is similar
to [22], Proposition 6.1, for the case of p-forms on Hn(R).
Proposition 5.3. Let {={j , with 1 jn&1, and let F # C 0 (G, {, {),
with scalar components ( fj&1 , f j ). Then the spherical transform H(F )=
(H jj&1(F ), H
j
j (F )) can be written in terms of Jacobi transforms as follows:
H jj&1(F )=&
2n&2 j&2
n
J (n, j&(n+1)2)
_\_
d
dt
+\ j&n&12 + th t+2(n& j) cth t& fj&1&
2(n& j)
sh t
f j
sh t(ch t) j&(n+1)2 + ,
(5.8)
H jj (F )=&
22 j&n&2
n
J (n, (n&1)2&j )
_\_
d
dt
+\n+12 & j+ th t+2 j cth t& f j&
2 j
sh t
fj&1
sh t(ch t) (n&1)2&j + . (5.9)
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Moreover H jj (F )=0 if and only if
fj&1=
1
2 j
sh(t) _ ddt+\
n+1
2
& j+ th t+2 j cth t& f j , (5.10)
and in that case
H jj&1(F )(*)=
2n&2 j&3
jn _*2+\
n+1
2
& j+
2
&
_J(n, j&(n+1)2)((ch t) (n+1)2&j f j (t))(*). (5.11)
Similarly, H jj&1(F )=0 if and only if
fj=
1
2(n& j)
sh(t) _ ddt+\ j&
n&1
2 + th t+2(n& j ) cth t& f j&1 , (5.12)
and in that case
H jj (F )(*)=
22 j&n&3
n(n& j) _*2+\
n&1
2
& j+
2
&
_J(n, (n&1)2&j)((ch t) j&(n&1)2f j&1(t))(*). (5.13)
Proof. Let us prove, for instance, (5.8). From (5.1) we have
H jj&1(F )(*)=
1
d{j
|

0
dt(2 sh t)2n&1 (2 ch t)
_[d_j&1 fj&1(t) ,j&1(*, t)+d_j f j (t) , j (*, t)].
We use here Proposition (3.1) and (4.52), to obtain
H jj&1(F )(*)=
22n&1
n |

0
dt(sh t)2n ch(t) { fj&1(t) _ ddt+\
n+1
2
& j+ th t
+2 j cth t& ,j (*, t)+2(n& j )sh t f j (t) ,j (*, t)= .
Integrating by parts the term d,j dt, we get
H jj&1(F )(*)=&
22n&1
n |

0
dt(sh t)2n ch(t) ,j (*, t) {_ ddt+\ j&
n&1
2 + th t
+2(n& j) cth t& f j&1&2(n& j)sh t f j= .
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Substituting here (4.40) for ,j , and recalling (5.2), we get easily (5.8). To
get (5.9) observe that H jj (F ) is the same as H
j
j&1(F ), with the replacement
j  n& j, and the exchange fj&1 W fj . (This follows immediately from (4.41).)
Note that the functions in the numerators within J in (5.8) and (5.9) are
in C 0 (R)odd . This follows easily from the relation fj&1(0)= f j (0), which is
a consequence of the fact that F(e) # EndK (V{). Therefore, the functions
within round brackets in (5.8) and (5.9) are in C 0 (R)even .
Now, suppose that H jj (F )=0. Then (5.10) follows from (5.9), and
the fact that the Jacobi transform is injective (cfr. [18], Theorem 2.1). To
compute H jj&1(F ) we substitute (5.10) in (5.8). A little calculation gives
f $j&1+\ j&n&12 + th(t) fj&1+2(n& j) cth(t) fj&1&
2(n& j )
sh t
fj
=
1
2 j
sh(t) { f j"+[(2n+1) cth t+th t] f $j+(n+1)2 fj
&
(n+1&2 j)2
4
th2(t) fj= , (5.14)
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to t. Recall the Jacobi
Laplacian, defined by
L:, ;=
d 2
dt2
+[(2:+1) cth t+(2;+1) th t]
d
dt
(cfr. (4.19)). A straightforward calculation says that the right hand side of
(5.14) can be rewritten as
1
2 j
sh(t)(ch t) j&(n+1)2 (Ln, j&(n+1)2+2 j(n+1))((ch t) (n+1)2&j f j ).
Substituting this in (5.8), gives
H jj&1(F )(*)=&
2n&2 j&3
jn |

0
dt !n, j&(n+1)2(t) . (n, j&(n+1)2)* (t)
_(Ln, j&(n+1)2+2 j(n+1))((ch t) (n+1)2&j f j ), (5.15)
where !:, ;(t)=(2 sh t)2:+1 (2 ch t)2;+1. But L:, ; is self-adjoint with respect
to !:, ; , and
(Ln, j&(n+1)2+2 j(n+1)) . (n, j&(n+1)2)*
=&_*2+\n+12 & j+
2
& . (n, j&(n+1)2)* .
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Using this in (5.15), gives immediately (5.11). Equation (5.13) is obtained
by letting j  n& j and fj&1  fj in (5.11). This completes the proof of the
proposition.
We now consider the problem of inverting the spherical transform, and
formulating a PaleyWiener theorem for it. Recall, by [18], Theorem 2.3,
that the Jacobi transform (5.2) is inverted by the following formula: for all
f # C 0 (R)even , :>&1, and ; # R,
f (t)=
1
2? |

0
d* |c(*)|&2 J(:, ;)( f )(*) . (:, ;)* (t)
+ :
* # D:, ;
d(*) J(:, ;)( f )(*) . (:, ;)* (t), (5.16)
where c(*)#c:, ;(*) is given by (4.22), and D:, ; is the finite set of simple
poles with Im *0 of the function *  (c(&*))&1, given explicitly by
D:, ;=[i( |;|&:&1&2m), m=0, 1, 2, ..., |;|&:&1&2m0].
For * # D:, ; one defines d(*) by
d(*)#&i res+=*(c(+) c(&+))&1.
For |;|:+1, i.e., :\;+10, the set D:, ; is empty and we only get
the continuous term in (5.16).
The PaleyWiener theorem for the Jacobi transform (see [18], Theorem 2.1)
says that the map f  J(:, ;)( f ) is, for all complex :, ; with :{&1, &2, ...,
and all R>0, a linear isomorphism from the space C R (R)even of smooth
even functions on R with compact support contained in the interval
[&R, R], onto the space PWR(C)even of even entire functions h on C
verifying the condition
\N # N, _CN>0 : |h(*)|CN(1+|*| )&N eR |Im *|.
For any R>0 we shall denote by C R (G, {, {) the space of smooth
{-radial functions with compact support contained in the set BR=[k1at k2 :
k1 , k2 # K, |t|R]. Clearly F # C R (G, {, {) if and only if its scalar com-
ponents are in C R (R)even .
Consider first the case of {={0 , {n .
Theorem 5.4. Let {={0 (resp., {n), and let H=H00 (resp., H
n
n&1), and
8(*, } )=800(*, } ) (resp., 8
n
n&1(*, } )).
(I) The spherical transform F  H(F ) is inverted by
F(x)=|

0
d&(*) H(F )(*) 8(*, x) (x # G), (5.17)
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for all F # C 0 (G, {, {), where
d&(*)=
2n
?
|c(*)|&2 d*, (5.18)
d* being the Lebesgue measure on R, and
c(*)=cn&1, (n+1)2(*)=
2(3n+1)2&i*1(n) 1(i*)
1 \i*+(3n+1)22 + 1 \
i*+(n&1)2
2 +
.
(II) The map F  H(F ) is a linear isomorphism of C R (G, {, {) onto
PWR(C)even .
(III) For all F # C 0 (G, {, {) we have the Plancherel formula
&F&2L2 (G, {, {)=|

0
d&(*) |H(F )(*)|2.
(IV) The map F  H(F ) extends to an isometry of L2(G, {, {) onto
L2(R+, d&).
Proof. We invert (5.4) using (5.16), with the result
f (t)
(ch t)(n+1)2
=
2n+1
2? |

0
d* |c(*)| &2 H(F)(*) . (n&1, (n+1)2)* (t).
This can be rewritten, recalling (4.20), as
f (t)=|

0
d&(*) H(F )(*) ,(*, t),
which is (5.17) for x=at . The statement (II) follows from Proposition
(5.1), and from [18], Theorem 2.1. The Plancherel formula follows easily
from the inversion formula, and the statement (IV) is obtained by standard
density arguments. Note that (I) and (II) can also be obtained from the
work of Shimeno on one-dimensional K-types in Hermitian symmetric
spaces (see [24], Theorems 8.1 and 8.3, with l=(n+1)2).
We now consider the case of {={n2 .
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Theorem 5.5. Let {={n2 .
(I) The spherical transform H(F )=(Hn2n2&1(F), H
n2
n2(F )) is inverted
by
F(x)=|

0
d&(*)[Hn2n2&1(F )(*) 8
n2
n2&1(*, x)+H
n2
n2(F )(*) 8
n2
n2(*, x)]
+n21&4n Hn2n2(F ) \ i2+ 8n2n2 \
i
2
, x+ (x # G), (5.19)
for all F # C 0 (G, {, {), where
d&(*)=
2
?
|c(2*)|&2 d*, (5.20)
and
c(*)=cn&1, n+1(*)=
22n+1&i*1(n) 1(i*)
1 \i*+2n+12 + 1 \
i*&1
2 +
. (5.21)
(II) The spherical transform F  H(F ) is a linear isomorphism of
CR (G, {, {) onto the space
PWR={(h1 , h2) # PWR(C)2even : h1 \\ i2+=h2 \\
i
2+= .
Proof. (I) Let the notations be as in Proposition (5.2). Taking the
sum and the difference of (5.5)(5.6), we get
Hn2n2&1(F )(*)+H
n2
n2(F )(*)=
1
2
J (n&1, n+1) \- ch 2tch2 t f (2t)+ (2*), (5.22)
Hn2n2&1(F )(*)&H
n2
n2(F )(*)=&
*2+14
2n(n+1)
J(n+1, n&1) \- ch 2tsh2 t f (2t)+ (2*).
(5.23)
Observe that the functions g1(t)=(- ch 2tch2 t) f (2t) and g2(t)=
(- ch 2tsh2 t) f (2t) are in C 0 (R)even . Indeed fn2&1 , fn2 # C 0 (R)even , so
also f, f # C 0 (R)even , and our claim is clear for g1 . As regards g2 , note
that since F(e) # EndK (V{) for any F # C 0 (G, {, {), we have F(e)=c Id,
implying fn2&1(0)= fn2(0), i.e., f (0)=0. From this it is easy to see that
g2 # C 0 (R)even .
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When we invert (5.22) using (5.16), we get a discrete term since :&;+1
=&1<0, and the set D:, ; is
D:, ;=Dn&1, n+1=[i].
Let c(*) be the c-function (5.21), and put
d(i)=&i res+=i (c(+) c(&+))&1=n2&4n&1.
When we invert (5.23) we only get the continuous term, with the c-function
c~ (*)=cn+1, n&1(*)=
22n+1&i* 1(n+2) 1(i*)
1 \i*+2n+12 + 1 \
i*+3
2 +
.
Omitting the intermediate steps, we obtain
f (t)=
2
? |

0
d*
|c(2*)|2
(Hn2n2&1(F )(*)+H
n2
n2(F )(*))
_
ch2
t
2
- ch t
.(n&1, n+1)2* \ t2+
+n2&4n \Hn2n2&1(F ) \ i2++Hn2n2(F ) \
i
2++
ch2
t
2
- ch t
. (n&1, n+1)i \ t2+ ,
(5.24)
f (t)=&
2n(n+1)
? |

0
d*
|c~ (2*)| 2 (*2+14)
(Hn2n2&1(F )(*)&H
n2
n2(F )(*))
_
sh2
t
2
- ch t
.(n+1, n&1)2* \ t2+ . (5.25)
An easy calculation shows that
|c~ (2*)|2 (*2+14)=
n2(n+1)2
*2+14
|c(2*)|2.
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Moreover, from (4.26) and Theorem (4.11) (or directly from (4.46), being
*n2&1=i2, and *n2=&i2), we have 8n2n2&1(\i2, t)=8
n2
n2(\
i
2 , t),
implying that
Hn2n2&1(F ) \\ i2+=Hn2n2(F) \\
i
2+ . (5.26)
Taking the sum and the difference of (5.24)(5.25), and recalling (4.24)(4.25)
and (5.20), we obtain
fn2&1(t)=|

0
d&(*)(Hn2n2&1(F )(*) ,n2&1(*, t)+H
n2
n2(F )(*) , n2&1(*, t))
+n21&4n Hn2n2(F ) \ i2+ ,n2 \
i
2
, t+ ,
fn2(t)=|

0
d&(*)(Hn2n2&1(F )(*) ,n2(*, t)+H
n2
n2(F )(*) , n2(*, t))
+n21&4n Hn2n2(F ) \ i2+ ,n2 \
i
2
, t+ .
This is exactly (5.19) for x=at .
(II) We observed already that the functions
- ch 2t
ch2 t
f (2t) and
- ch 2t
sh2 t
f (2t)
in (5.5)(5.6) are in C 0 (R)even . Therefore, H maps C

R (G, {, {) into
PWR(C)2even , and by (5.26) we have H(F ) # PWR , for any F # C

R (G, {, {).
To show that H is injective, suppose H(F )=0. Then by (5.22)(5.23),
and the injectivity of the Jacobi transform, we get f =f =0, whence
f1= f2=0.
Let us prove that H is onto. Let h=(h1 , h2) # PWR , and define Fh by
the inversion formula (5.19), namely
Fh(x)=|

0
d&(*)[h1(*) 8n2n2&1(*, x)+h2(*) 8
n2
n2(*, x)]
+n21&4nh2 \ i2+ 8n2n2 \
i
2
, x+ (x # G).
It is clear that Fh is {-radial and its scalar components fn2&1 , fn2 #
C(R)even , since h1 , h2 are entire. To check the support preserving
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property, define f = 12 ( fn2&1+ fn2) and f =
1
2 ( fn2&1& fn2) as above, and
note that
f (t)=2
ch2
t
2
- ch t
(J(n&1, n+1))&1 \h1 \*2++h2 \
*
2++\
t
2+ , (5.27)
f (t)=&8n(n+1)
sh2
t
2
- ch t
(J (n+1, n&1))&1 \h1 \
*
2+&h2 \
*
2+
*2+1 + \ t2+ .
(5.28)
(This is just a rewriting of (5.24)(5.25), with H(F )  (h1 , h2).)
Now since the function *  h1(*2)+h2(*2) is in PWR(C)even , applying
[18], Theorem 2.1, we see that the inverse Jacobi transform in (5.27) is in
CR (R)even , in particular f must have compact support contained in [&R, R].
On the other hand since h1(\ i2)=h2(\
i
2), the function *  [h1(
*
2)&
h2(*2)](*2+1) is also in PWR(C)even , and this time we get f # C R (R)even
from (5.28). Therefore fn2&1 , fn2 # C R (R)even , i.e., Fh # C

R (G, {, {).
Finally, we must prove that H(Fh)=h. But this is clear because H(Fh)
is given by (5.22)(5.23), and if we substitute (5.27)(5.28) in (5.22)(5.23),
we get exactly
Hn2n2&1(Fh)(*)+H
n2
n2(Fh)(*)=h1(*)+h2(*),
Hn2n2&1(Fh)(*)&H
n2
n2(Fh)(*)=h1(*)&h2(*),
whence H(Fh)=h. This completes the proof of Theorem (5.5).
We now consider the generic case. First, we obtain the inversion formula
for a particular class of {-radial functions, as in [22], Proposition 6.2, for
the case of p-forms on Hn(R).
Proposition 5.6. Let {={j , with 1 jn&1. Let F # C 0 (G, {, {), and
suppose that either H jj&1(F )=0 or H
j
j (F )=0. Then the following inversion
formula holds:
F(x)=|

0
[d&j&1(*) H jj&1(F )(*) 8
j
j&1(*, x)+d&j (*) H
j
j (F )(*) 8
j
j (*, x)],
(5.29)
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for all x # G, where
d&j&1(*)=
22 j+2&n
?
jn
*2+[(n+1)2& j]2
d*
|c1(*)| 2
, (5.30)
d&j (*)=
2n+2&2 j
?
n(n& j)
*2+[(n&1)2& j]2
d*
|c2(*)| 2
, (5.31)
with
c1(*)=cn, j&(n+1)2(*)=
2(n+1)2+j&i* 1(n+1) 1(i*)
1 \i*+ j+(n+1)22 + 1 \
i*& j+3(n+1)2
2 +
,
(5.32)
c2(*)=cn, (n&1)2&j (*)=
2 (3n+1)2&j&i* 1(n+1) 1(i*)
1 \i*& j+(3n+1)22 + 1 \
i*+ j+(n+3)2
2 +
.
(5.33)
Proof. We use the same notations as in Proposition (5.3). Let, e.g.,
H jj (F )=0. Then H
j
j&1(F ) is given by (5.11). The Jacobi transform in
(5.11) is in PWR(C)even . Therefore, also H jj&1(F ) # PWR(C)even , and more-
over H jj&1(F )(\* j&1)=0 (*j&1 given by (4.45)). We invert the Jacobi
transform in (5.11) using (5.16), and obtain, recalling (4.40),
fj (t)=|

0
d&j&1(*) H jj&1(F )(*) , j (*, t). (5.34)
To calculate fj&1 we use (5.10). Substituting (5.34) in (5.10), and reminding
(4.52), we obtain
fj&1(t)=|

0
d&j&1(*) H jj&1(F )(*) ,j&1(*, t). (5.35)
Now (5.34)(5.35) are exactly (5.29) at x=at (the second term in (5.29)
being zero). The case of H jj&1(F )=0 is treated in a similar way.
Remark. For {={n2 the inversion formula (5.29) (with either
Hn2n2&1(F )=0, or H
n2
n2(F )=0) is equivalent to (5.19). Indeed, in either
case, we get Hn2n2(F )(
i
2)=0 (by (5.26)), and the discrete term in (5.19)
vanishes. Moreover, it is easy to see that d&n2&1(*)=d&n2(*)=d&(*).
We now come to the inversion formula and the PaleyWiener theorem
for arbitrary {-radial functions.
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Theorem 5.7. Let {={j , with 1 jn&1.
(I) The spherical transform H(F )=(H jj&1(F ), H
j
j (F )) of F #
C0 (G, {, {) is inverted by (5.29), for all j{n2. For j=n2 the discrete term
n21&4n Hn2n2(F ) \ i2+ 8n2n2 \
i
2
, x+
must be added to the right-hand side of (5.29), and one obtains (5.19).
(II) The spherical transform F  H(F ) is a linear isomorphism of
CR (G, {, {) onto the space
PWR=[(h1 , h2) # PWR(C)2even : h1(\*j&1)=h2(\*j)],
where *j&1 , *j are given by (4.45).
Proof. Part (I) and (II) will be proved simultaneously, as in [22],
Theorems 6.4 and 6.5, for the case of p-forms on Hn(R). We have already
observed, in the proof of Proposition (5.3), that the functions within round
brackets in (5.8)(5.9) are in C 0 (R)even . Therefore, H maps C

R (G, {, {)
into PWR(C)2even . Moreover, (4.46) implies that
H jj&1(F )(\*j&1)=H
j
j (F )(\*j),
for all F # C0 (G, {, {), thus H(F ) # PWR , for any F # C

R (G, {, {).
To prove that H is injective, suppose that H(F )=0, i.e., H jj&1(F )=
H jj (F )=0. Then by (5.11)(5.13), and the fact that the Jacobi transform is
injective, it follows that fj&1= fj=0.
A different proof that H is 1&1 is as follows. The condition H(F )=0
implies the vanishing of the expressions in the numerators of (5.8)(5.9).
One obtains a system of two first-order differential equations for the scalar
components ( fj&1 , f j) of F. This system is easily seen to be equivalent to
D2F=0 (D the Dirac operator), and the solution is
F=c8 jj&1(\* j&1 , } )=c8
j
j (\*j , } ),
for some constant c (cfr. (4.8)(4.9)). But F has compact support, whereas
8 jj (\*j , } ) does not (this is easy to see), thus c=0, and F=0.
Next, we prove that H: C R (G, {, {)  PWR is onto. Let h=(h1 , h2)
# PWR , and define, for all x # G,
Fh(x)=|

0
[d&j&1(*) h1(*) 8 jj&1(*, x)+d&j (*) h2(*) 8
j
j (*, x)] (5.36)
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(cfr. (5.29)). The function Fh is {-radial, and its scalar components fj&1 , f j
are in C(R)even . We shall prove that, for all j{n2, these scalar com-
ponents have compact support contained in [&R, R]. We do this for the
upper component fj&1 , the method being similar for fj . We have, by (5.36),
fj&1(t)=|

0
[d&j&1(*) h1(*) ,j&1(*, t)+d&j (*) h2(*) , j&1(*, t)], (5.37)
where ,j&1 , , j&1 are given by (4.39) and (4.42).
By [18], Eqs. (2.17) and (6.6), we have, for *  iZ,
. (:, ;)* (t)=c:, ;(*) 8
(:, ;)
* (t)+(*  &*), (5.38)
where 8 (:, ;)* (t) has the expansion
8 (:, ;)* (t)=e
(i*&\) t :

m=0
1 (:, ;)m (*) e
&mt. (5.39)
The coefficients 1 (:, ;)m (*) are determined by a recurrence relation, with
10(*)=1 (see [10]).
Using (5.38)(5.39) in (4.39) and (4.42), we get
,j&1(*, t)=c1(*) 88 *(t)+(*  &*), (5.40)
, j&1(*, t)=c2(*) 8 *(t)+(*  &*), (5.41)
where c1(*), c2(*) are given by (5.32)(5.33), and
8 *(t)=(ch t)(n&1)2&j 8 (n, (n&1)2&j )* (t),
88 *(t)=(ch t) j&(n&1)2 e(i*&j&(n+1)2) t :

m=0
18 m(*) e&mt,
18 m(*)=
i*& j+(3n&1)2
2 j
1 (n&1, j&(n&1)2)m (*)&
n&j
j
1 (n, j&(n+1)2)m (*).
(For simplicity, we drop the dependence on j in 88 * and 8 * .)
We substitute (5.40)(5.41) in (5.37), and use |ck(*)| 2=ck(*) ck(&*)
(k=1, 2), to get
fj&1(t)=|
+
&
1
? {
d*
c1(&*)
jn22 j+2&n
*2+[(n+1)2& j]2
88 *(t) h1(*)
+
d*
c2(&*)
n(n& j) 2n+2&2 j
*2+[(n&1)2& j]2
8 *(t) h2(*)= , (5.42)
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for all j{(n\1)2. For j=(n\1)2 the integrand in (5.42) has a simple
pole at the origin, and we need to take the principal value of the integral.
This case will be discussed later on. For now assume that j{(n\1)2.
It is easy to see, from (5.32)(5.33), that the functions (c1(&*))&1 and
(c2(&*))&1 do not have poles for Im *>0. Thus, the integrand in (5.42)
has two simple poles in the upper half plane at
*={
*j&1 , *j ,
&*j&1 , &* j ,
if j<
n&1
2
,
if j>
n+1
2
,
and one simple pole at *=i2, if j=n2. We shall discuss separately the
different cases.
Case 1. Let j<(n&1)2. Using (4.47) in (5.40)(5.41), we obtain
c1(* j&1) 88 *j&1=c2(* j ) 8 *j ,
whence
88 *j&1=
c2(*j)
c1(*j&1)
8 *j . (5.43)
Here c2 c1 is thought of as a ratio of meromorphic functions. For example,
for n odd, we actually have c1(*j&1)==c2(*j), and c2(*j)c1(* j&1)
means the ratio of the corresponding residues.
A simple calculation gives
c2(*j )
c1(*j&1)
=
1
j
2n&2j&1 _ j&n+12 & . (5.44)
Let I(*, t) be the integrand in (5.42). Consider the integral of I(*, t) over
a rectangle 1 of vertices r, r+ir, &r+ir, &r, where r>0. Using the
PaleyWiener type conditions for (h1 , h2) # PWR , and the asymptotic
estimates for the functions 88 * and 8 * , one can see that the integrals over
the sides of 1 other than the real line tend to zero as r  +, provided
that t>R.
Using the residue theorem and (5.43)(5.44), and recalling that h1(* j&1)
=h2(*j ), we get, for t>R,
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f j&1(t)=2?i[res*=*j&1 I(*, t)+res*=*j I(*, t)]
=8 *j (t) h2(*j ) {& 2nc1(&*j&1)+
2n+2&2 jn(n& j)
c2(&*j )[(n&1)2& j]=
=8 *j (t) h2(*j) {&2n1((n+1)2) 1(n& j+1)22 j1(n+1) 1((n+1)2& j)
+
2n+2&2 jn(n& j ) 1((n+1)2) 1(n& j)
2n+11(n+1) 1((n&1)2& j )[(n&1)2& j]=
=0.
Case 2. Let j>(n+1)2. Proceeding as above, we get
88 &*j&1=
c2(&*j)
c1(&*j&1)
8 &*j=
2n&2 j+1(n& j)
(n&1)2& j
8 &*j ,
and thus, for t>R,
fj&1(t)=2?i[res*=&*j&1 I(*, t)+res*=&*j I(*, t)]
=i8 &*j (t) h2(&*j) {& 8 jn(n& j )[(n&1)2& j] c1(*j&1) * j&1
&
2n+2&2 j n(n& j )
c2(* j ) *j =
=i8 &*j (t) h2(&*j ) { 8 jn(n& j) 1((n+1)2) 1( j)[(n&1)2& j] 2n+1 i1(n+1) 1( j&(n&1)2)
&
2n+2&2 j n(n& j ) 1((n+1)2) 1( j+1))
22n&2 j i1(n+1) 1( j&(n&1)2)[(n&1)2& j]=
=0.
Case 3. Let j=n2. Both terms in the integrand I(*, t) in (5.42) have a
simple pole at *=i2. Moreover, from (5.32)(5.33), we see that
c1(*)=c2(*)=cn, &12(*)=
2n+12&i*1(n+1) 1(i*)
1 \i*+n+122 + 1 \
i*+n+32
2 +
. (5.45)
We denote this c-function simply by c(*).
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The relation (5.43) is still valid (with *n2&1=i2=&*n2), and we get
88 i2=
c(&i2)
c(i2)
8 &i2 .
Recalling that h1(\ i2)=h2(\
i
2), we find, for t>R,
fn2&1(t)=2?i res*=i2 I(*, t)
=
4n2
c(&i2)
[88 i2(t) h1(i2)+8 i2(t) h2(i2)]
=
4n2h2(i2)
c(&i2) {
c(&i2)
c(i2)
8 &i2(t)+8 i2(t)=
=
4n2h2(i2)
c(i2) c(&i2)
[c(&i2) 8 &i2(t)+c(i2) 8 i2(t)]
=
4n2h2(i2)
c(i2) c(&i2)
, n2&1(i2, t),
where we used (5.41). A simple computation using (5.45) gives
c(i2) c(&i2)=&n24n+1,
and finally we get, for t>R,
fn2&1(t)=&n21&4n h2 \ i2+ , n2&1 \
i
2
, t+ .
This is exactly the opposite of (the upper component of) the ‘‘discrete’’
term
n21&4n h2 \ i2+ 8n2n2 \
i
2
, x+ , (5.46)
at x=at . Thus, for j=n2, the function Fh defined in (5.36) does not have
compact support. However, if we redefine Fh by adding (5.46) to the right-
hand side of (5.36), then the resulting Fh has compact support contained
in [&R, R].
Case 4. Let j=(n&1)2. As already observed, Eq. (5.42) is meaningless
in this case, since the second term in the integrand I(*, t) has a simple pole
at *=0 (the function *  *c2(&*) being nonzero at *=0).
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Thus, we go back to (5.37). We extend the integration to all of R (the
integrand being even in *), and replace +& with lim=  0  |*|= . Recalling
(5.40) and (5.41), we get
fj&1(t)=
1
2
lim
=  0 ||*|= d* {
n(n&1) h1(*) , j&1(*, t)
?(*2+1) c1(*) c1(&*)
+
4n(n+1) h2(*) , j&1(*, t)
?*2 c2(*) c2(&*) =
=lim
=  0 ||*|= d* {
n(n&1) h1(*) 88 *(t)
?(*2+1) c1(&*)
+
4n(n+1) h2(*) 8 *(t)
?*2 c2(&*) =
# lim
=  0 ||*|= d*[I1(*, t)+I2(*, t)].
This is just the principal value of the integral in (5.42), for j=(n&1)2.
To calculate this, consider I=lim=  0 1= (I1+I2), where 1= is the
contour (&, &=] _ C= _ [=, +), with C= a small semicircle of radius =
going anticlockwise below the origin. We have
lim
=  0 |C= d*[I1(*, t)+I2(*, t)]=?i res*=0 I2(*, t),
since I1 is analytic at *=0. On the other hand, by closing the path of
integration with a rectangle in the upper half plane as before, we find,
for t>R,
I=2?i[res*=i I1(*, t)+res*=0 I2(*, t)].
This implies that, for t>R,
fj&1(t)=I&?i res*=0 I2(*, t)
=2?i res*=i I1(*, t)+?i res*=0 I2(*, t)
=
n(n&1) h1(i) 88 i (t)
c1(&i)
+
4in(n+1) h2(0) 8 0(t)
lim*  0 *c2(&*)
.
Now by (5.43), with *j&1=i and *j=0, we have
88 i (t)=
c2(0)
c1(i)
8 0(t)=&
2
n&1
8 0(t).
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Using this and h1(i)=h2(0), we obtain
fj&1(t)=h2(0) 8 0(t) {& 2nc1(&i)+
4in(n+1)
lim*  0 *c2(&*)=
=h2(0) 8 0(t) {&2n1((n+1)2) 1((n+3)2)2n&11(n+1)
+
4in(n+1)[1((n+1)2)]2
2n+1 i 1(n+1) =
=0.
The case of j=(n+1)2 can be handled in a similar way.
Thus fj&1 has compact support. The proof for the lower component fj is
similar and we omit the details. We have proved that Fh # C R (G, {, {), for
all h # PWR , and all j, where for j=n2 Eq. (5.36) must be modified by
adding the term (5.46).
The last step consists in proving that H(Fh)=h, i.e., H jj&1(Fh)=h1 and
H jj (Fh)=h2 for all h # PWR . This implies immediately the inversion
formula: given F # C R (G, {, {), and letting h#H(F ), we have H(F )=
H(Fh), whence F=Fh since H is injective.
Let us prove, for instance, the first relation H jj&1(Fh)=h1 . For simplicity,
suppose j{n2. As before, let ( f j&1 , f j) be the scalar components of Fh ,
given by (5.37) and by
fj (t)=|

0
[d& j&1(*) h1(*) , j (*, t)+d&j (*) h2(*) , j (*, t)], (5.47)
where ,j , , j are given by (4.40) and (4.43).
Now H jj&1(Fh) is given by (5.8). We substitute (5.37), (5.47) in (5.8),
and consider the expression in the numerator within round brackets. We
immediately see that the terms proportional to h2(*) vanish, in view of
(4.53). We get
_ ddt+\ j&
n&1
2 + th t+2(n& j) cth t& fj&1&
2(n& j)
sh t
f j
=|

0
d&j&1(*) h1(*)
_{_ ddt+\ j&
n&1
2 + th t+2(n& j ) cth t& ,j&1&
2(n& j)
sh t
,j= .
(5.48)
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We substitute here (4.52) for ,j&1 . A long computation shows that the
term in curly brackets in (5.48) equals
&
1
2 j _*2+\
n+1
2
& j+
2
& (sh t) ,j (*, t).
Recalling (4.40) and (5.30), we get
_ ddt+\ j&
n&1
2 + th t+2(n& j) cth t& f j&1&
2(n& j)
sh t
f j
=&
1
2 j
sh t(ch t) j&(n+1)2 |

0
d&j&1(*) h1(*)
__*2+\n+12 & j+
2
& . (n, j&(n+1)2)* (t)
=&n22 j+2&n sh t(ch t) j&(n+1)2
1
2? |

0
d*
_|c1(*)| &2 h1(*) . (n, j&(n+1)2)* (t)
=&n22 j+2&n sh t(ch t) j&(n+1)2(J(n, j&(n+1)2))&1 (h1)(t).
Substituting this in (5.8), we get finally
H jj&1(Fh)=J
(n, j&(n+1)2)(J(n, j&(n+1)2))&1 (h1)=h1 ,
as claimed. The second relation H jj (Fh)=h2 is proved in a similar way.
This completes the proof of Theorem (5.7).
The Plancherel theorem for the spherical transform is as follows.
Theorem 5.8. (I) Let 1 jn&1, j{n2. For all F # C 0 (G, {j , {j),
we have the Plancherel formula
&F&2L2 (G, {j , {j )=d{j |

0
[d&j&1(*) |H jj&1(F )(*)|
2+d&j (*) |H jj (F )(*)|
2],
where d{j is the dimension (3.10) of {j . Moreover, the map F  H(F ) extends
to an isometry of L2(G, {j , {j) onto the space
L2(R+, d{j d&j&1) 
=
L2(R+, d{j d&j ).
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(II) Let {={n2 . For all F # C 0 (G, {, {), we have the Plancherel
formula
&F&2L2 (G, {, {)=d{ |

0
d&(*)[ |Hn2n2&1(F )(*)|
2+|Hn2n2(F )(*)|
2]
+d{ n21&4n |Hn2n2(F )(i2)|
2, (5.49)
where d&=d&n2&1=d&n2 is given equivalently by (5.20) or (5.30)(5.31).
Moreover, the map F  H(F ) extends to an isometry of L2(G, {, {) onto the
space
L2(R+, d{ d&) 
=
L2(R+, d{ d&) 
=
C } 8n2n2 \ i2 , }+ .
Proof. The Plancherel formula follows from the inversion formula by
standard arguments. To prove the surjectivity statement, suppose first
{={j , j{n2. Note that the functions F # C 0 (G, {, {) that satisfy the condi-
tions of Proposition (5.6) can be described as follows. Let
C 0 (G, {, {)
(1)#[F # C 0 (G, {, {) : H jj (F )=0],
C 0 (G, {, {)
(2)#[F # C 0 (G, {, {) : H jj&1(F )=0].
By Proposition (5.3) we have
C 0 (G, {, {)
(1)&[( fj&1 , f j): f j # C 0 (R)even , f j&1 given by (5.10)],
C 0 (G, {, {)
(2)&[( fj&1 , f j): f j&1 # C 0 (R)even , fj given by (5.12)].
It is easy to see that
(F1 , F2)L2 (G, {, {)=0, \F1 # C 0 (G, {, {)
(1), \F2 # C 0 (G, {, {)
(2).
For each R>0 define
PW (1)R =[(h1 , 0) # PWR]
=[(h1 , 0): h1 # PWR(C)even , h1(\*j&1)=0],
PW (2)R =[(0, h2) # PWR]
=[(0, h2): h2 # PWR(C)even : h2(\*j )=0].
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It is immediate that
C 0 (G, {, {)
(1)= .
R>0
H&1(PW (1)R ),
C 0 (G, {, {)
(2)= .
R>0
H&1(PW (2)R ).
Note that if (h1 , h2) # PW (1)R PW
(2)
R , then h1(\* j&1)=h2(\* j)=0.
Arbitrary elements of PWR do not satisfy this condition, so in general we
have
PW (1)R PW
(2)
R / PWR ,
and
C 0 (G, {, {)
(1)C 0 (G, {, {) (2) / C 0 (G, {, {).
However, it can be shown that the direct sum C0 (G, {, {)
(1)C 0 (G, {, {) (2)
is dense in L2(G, {, {) (see Section 7):
C 0 (G, {, {)
(1) 
=
C 0 (G, {, {)
(2)=L2(G, {, {). (5.50)
Now on C 0 (G, {, {)
(1) the spherical transform H reduces to H jj&1 , and
on C 0 (G, {, {)
(2) it reduces to H jj . These restrictions are given by (5.11)
and (5.13), respectively, in terms of Jacobi transforms. One can show that
the map F  H jj&1(F ) extends to an isometry of C

0 (G, {, {)
(1) onto
L2(R+, d{j d&j&1), and the map F  H
j
j (F ) extends to an isometry of
C0 (G, {, {)
(2) onto L2(R+, d{j d&j).
For example suppose that H # L2(R+, d{j d&j&1) is orthogonal to the
range of H jj&1 . Recalling Eqs. (5.11) and (5.30), we get
(H, J(n, j&(n+1)2)((ch t) (n+1)2&j fj )) L2(R+, |c1(*)|&2 d*)=0, \fj # C

0 (R)even .
The Plancherel theorem for the Jacobi transform (cfr. [18], Theorem 2.4)
implies then H=0. The second statement is proved in a similar way, and
by (5.50) we get (I).
Now let {={n2 . In this case we must also add the (one-dimensional)
space of harmonic L2 {-radial functions, and we get, in place of (5.50),
C 0 (G, {, {)
(1) 
=
C 0 (G, {, {)
(2) 
=
C } 8n2n2 \ i2 , } +=L2(G, {, {). (5.51)
The rest of the argument goes through as before, and we get (II). We shall
see, in Section 7, that the relations (5.50) and (5.51) for (radial) spinors on
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Hn(C) are analogous to the HodgeKodaira decomposition theorem for
p-forms on a Riemannian manifold.
Remark. We can check (5.49) by taking for F the spherical function
8#8n2n2(\i2, } ). On the one hand, the norm &8&2L2(G, {, {) can be calculated
directly from the definition using (4.26), with the result
&8&2L2 (G, {, {)=
24n \n&1n2 +
n
. (5.52)
On the other hand, by computing the spherical transform of 8, we find
Hn2n2&1(8)(*)=H
n2
n2(8)(*)=0, \* # R,
and
Hn2n2(8) \ i2+=
24n&1
n
,
in agreement with the inversion formula (5.19). Using these formulas and
d{=( nn2)=2(
n&1
n2 ) in (5.49), we obtain (5.52).
6. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
We mentioned, in Section 3, that the abstract Plancherel theorem yields
a decomposition of L2(G, {) into G-irreducible modules, by means of an
appropriate Fourier transform. In this section we define this transform, and
obtain the corresponding inversion and Plancherel formulas, as an applica-
tion of Theorems (5.4) and (5.7).
With the notations of Section 4 in order, let { be any of the K-types {j
that form the spinor bundle ( j=0, ..., n). Given f # C 0 (G, {) and _ # M ({),
define, for * # C,
H{_( f )(*)=|
G
dx ?_, *(x)(J {_ f (x)),
where J {_ is the isometric generator of HomK (V{ , L
2(K, _))&HomK(V{ , H_, *),
given in (4.4). We have H{_( f )(*) # C
(G, _e i*1)&C (K, _), for
all * # C.
The Fourier transform H( f ) of f # C 0 (G, {) is the collection
[*  H{_( f )(*), _ # M ({)]
of these C(K, _)-valued functions. We set for short H jk=H
{j
_k
.
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Let P{_=(J
{
_)*, given in (4.5). Let d&_(*) be the Plancherel measure
given by (5.18), for _=_0 , _n , and by (5.30) (resp., (5.31)), for _=_j&1
(resp. _ j ), with 1 jn&1. For j=n2 we have d&_n2&1=d&_n2=d&, given
by (5.20).
The following theorems are proved as in [6], Theorem 7.3, and [22],
Theorems 6.19, 6.20, 6.23, for the cases of, respectively, Dirac spinors and
p-forms on the real hyperbolic space Hn(R). The surjectivity statement in
the first theorem requires an adaptation of the arguments given in [15],
Theorem 1.5, p. 227, for the scalar case.
Theorem 6.1. Let {={j , with 0 jn, j{n2. The Fourier transform
on C 0 (G, {) is inverted by
f (x)= :
_ # M ({)
|

0
d&_(*) P{_?_, *(x
&1) H{_( f )(*), (6.1)
for x # G. Moreover, for all f # C 0 (G, {), we have the Plancherel formula
& f &2L2 (G, {)= :
_ # M ({)
|

0
d&_(*) &H{_( f )(*)&2L2 (K, _) ,
and the Fourier transform f  H( f ) extends to an isometry of L2(G, {) onto
the space
:
_ # M ({)
L2(R+, L2(K, _), d&_).
Theorem 6.2. Let {={n2 . The Fourier transform on C 0 (G, {) is inverted
by
f (x)=|

0
d&(*)(P{_n2&1 ?_n2&1 , *(x
&1) H{_n2&1( f )(*)
+P{_n2 ?_n2 , *(x
&1) H{_n2 ( f )(*))
+n21&4nP{_n2 ?_n2 , i2(x
&1) H{_n2( f ) \ i2+ , (6.2)
for x # G. Moreover, for all f # C 0 (G, {), we have
& f &2L2 (G, {)=|

0
d&(*)(&H{_n2&1( f )(*)&
2+&H{_n2( f )(*)&
2)
+n21&4n H{_n2( f ) \ i2+ , H{_n2( f ) \&
i
2+L2 (K, _n2 ) . (6.3)
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To rewrite (6.3) as a ‘‘Plancherel formula,’’ and to formulate the
Plancherel theorem for {={n2 , we proceed as follows.
Let (?, H?) be the discrete series representation of G with Harish
Chandra parameter $k , given in (3.4). By [12], Theorems 0.1 and 2.7, the
space ker(D) of harmonic L2 spinors is isomorphic to H? as a G-module.
Moreover, the minimal K-type of ? is w$g&$k , where w is the element of
W1 (cfr. (2.2)) such that $k # w C+g , or, equivalently, w
&1$k # C+g , where
C+g is the positive Weyl chamber associated with the positive roots Pg of g.
[Note that C+g /C
+
k /ih*, and the set W
1 can also be described as
W1=[w # Wg : w C+g /C
+
k ],
where C+k is the positive Weyl chamber of Pk .]
Let us prove that
w=wn2=s:n2+1 } } } s:n ,
where :k==k&=n+1 are the positive noncompact roots (cfr. (3.2)
and (3.5)).
We have
C+g ={ :
n+1
1
ck=k : c1>c2> } } } >cn+1= .
By (3.4) we see that $k  C+g , since cn=&(n&1)2<cn+1=0. Consider
the reflection s:k . One checks immediately that
s:k(c1=1+ } } } +cn+1=n+1)=(same with ck  cn+1).
Using this, we compute
w&1n2 $k=s:n } } } s:n2+1 \n&12 =1+ } } } +
1
2
=n2&
1
2
=n2+1& } } } &
n&1
2
=n+
=s:n } } } s:n2+2 \n&12 =1+ } } } +
1
2
=n2&
3
2
=n2+2
& } } } &
n&1
2
=n&
1
2
=n+1+
b
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=s:n \n&12 =1+ } } } +
1
2
=n2
&
1
2
=n2+2& } } } &
n&5
2
=n&1&
n&1
2
=n&
n&3
2
=n+1+
=
n&1
2
=1+ } } } +
1
2
=n2&
1
2
=n2+2& } } } &
n&3
2
=n&
n&1
2
=n+1 ,
and this is in C+g . Thus, the minimal K-type of ? is indeed {={n2 . Put
8(x)=P{? ?(x
&1) J {? ,
and
H{?( f )=|
G
dx ?(x)(J {? f (x)) # H? ,
where J {? is the isometric generator of HomK (V{ , H?), and P
{
?=(J
{
?)*.
Note that 8 is a square-integrable harmonic {-spherical function,
therefore
8=8n2n2&1 \\ i2 , }+=8n2n2 \\
i
2
, } + ,
given explicitly by (4.26). This implies easily that ? is infinitesimally
equivalent to a subrepresentation of ?_n2 , &i2 (or, equivalently, to a
quotient of ?_n2 , i2), and moreover
H{_n2 ( f ) \ i2+ , H{_n2 ( f ) \&
i
2+L2 (K, _n2 )=&H
{
?( f )&2H? .
(See [22], Propositions 6.25 and 6.26, for the similar statement in the case
of p-forms on Hn(R), with p=n2.)
If we redefine the scalar product on H? so that (a, b)new=n 21&4n (a, b),
we obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.3. Let {={n2 . For all f # C 0 (G, {), we have the Plancherel
formula
& f &2L2 (G, {)=|

0
d&(*) (&H{_n2&1( f )(*)&
2+&H{_n2 ( f )(*)&
2)
+&H{?( f )&
2
H?
.
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Moreover, the Fourier transform f  H( f ) extends to an isometry of
L2(G, {) onto the space
L2(R+, L2(K, _n2&1), d&) 
=
L2(R+, L2(K, _n2), d&) 
=
H? .
7. THE STRUCTURE OF THE DIRAC OPERATOR AND
OF THE ALGEBRAS D(G, {j )
We keep the notations of Section 4. In this section we investigate the
structure of the Dirac operator D on Hn(C), and of the algebras D(G, {j)
of left-invariant differential operators on C(G, {j). So far, we have only
used the fact that D2 # D(G, {j), for all j, and we have not needed a more
detailed description of D(G, {j).
Our motivation is that, although the analytic theory developed in
Sections 4, 5, and 6 is nice and self contained, some parts of it are not as
deeply understood as one would like. In particular, we found a close
analogy between spinors on Hn(C) and p-forms on Hn(R). We would like
to explain this analogy, and explore some further consequences of it. For
example, in the case of p-forms, the symmetry relations between the spherical
functions (analogous to (4.41)) are interpreted in terms of duality. Moreover,
the conditions H pp&1(F )=0 or H
p
p(F )=0, for F # C

0 (G, {p , {p) in the
case of p-forms, are equivalent to the statement that F is closed or coclosed,
and the analogue of (5.50)(5.51) is simply the HodgeKodaira decomposi-
tion theorem [22].
As we shall see, the analogy carries over at the level of invariant differen-
tial operators, and is due to the fact that the spinor bundle can be realized
as an exterior bundle, with the group K acting irreducibly by {j on the
homogeneous component of degree j.
The main tool for this investigation is the notion of Poisson transform.
Let { # K and _ # M ({) (with m(_, {)=1). The Poisson transform on
C(G, _ei*1) is the map
P{_, * : C
(G, _ei*1)  C (G, {)
given by
(P{_, * f )(x)=P
{
_ ?_, *(x
&1) f= d{d_ |K dk e&(i*+\)(H(xk)) {(k) f (k(xk)).
(7.1)
This map is continuous, linear, and G-equivariant.
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We shall now study the action of D on the Poisson transforms
P jk, *=P
{j
_k , *
.
For the rest of this section, we shall denote by { the direct sum (3.7) of
the K-types {j , acting on V{ &C2
n
, and by C (G, {) the full spinor bundle.
Let [ea]a=1, ..., 2n be an orthonormal basis of p. The elements ea are
regarded as left-invariant differential operators on G. Let Cl(pC) be the
complex Clifford algebra constructed from pC, and let #: Cl(pC)  End(C2n)
denote Clifford multiplication. Then [#a=#(ea)] is a set of endomorphisms
satisfying the anticommutation relations
#a#b+#b#a=&2$ab1 (a, b=1, ..., 2n).
The Dirac operator D: C(G, {)  C(G, {) is given by
Df (x)= :
2n
a=1
#a ea f (x)= :
2n
a=1
#a
d
dt } 0 f (x exp tea).
Now fix an M-type _j , with 0 jn&1, and put, for f # C(G, _j ei*1),
Pj, * f =P jj, * f +P
j+1
j, * f # C
(G, {j)C(G, {j+1)/C(G, {).
We calculate, for any v # V{ , the scalar product
(D(Pj, * f )(x), v) V{
=:a #a
d
dt } 0 (Pj, * f ) (x exp tea), vV{
=:
a
:
q= j, j+1 #a
d
dt }0 P{q_j ?_j , *(exp(&tea)) ?_j , *(x&1) f, vV{
= :
a, q
(#a P{q_j ?_j , *(&ea) ?_j , *(x
&1) f, v) V{
=&:
a, q
(?_j , *(x
&1) f, ?_j , * (ea) J
{q
_j
#av) L2 (K, _j )
=(?_j , *(x
&1) f, Tj, * v) L2 (K, _j ) ,
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where we used #a*=&#a , ?_j , *(&ea)*=?_j , * (ea), and Tj, * : V{  H_j , * &
L2(K, _ j ) is the operator
Tj, *=& :
2n
a=1
:
q= j, j+1
?_j , * (ea) J
{q
_j
#a .
It is easy to see that
Tj, * # HomK (V{ , L2(K, _j )).
The proof of this is identical to that of [6], Lemma 4.9.
Now for all j=0, ..., n&1, the space HomK (V{ , L2(K, _j )) is two-dimen-
sional, namely
HomK (V{ , L2(K, _j))&HomK (V{j , L
2(K, _j ))HomK (V{j+1 , L
2(K, _j )),
with a basis given by [J {j_j , J
{j+1
_j
]. It follows that
Tj, *=ajJ {j_j+bjJ
{j+1
_j
,
for two complex numbers aj and bj (dependent on *). This implies that
(DP jj, * f (x)+DP
j+1
j, * f (x), v)=(?_j , *(x
&1) f, a jJ {j_j v+bj J
{j+1
_j
v)
=(a j P jj, * f (x)+b jP
j+1
j, * f (x), v) ,
for all v # V{ , and all f # C(G, _j ei* 1).
Now observe that for all j=0, ..., n&1, we have {j /{\  {j+1 /{ .
But we know that D exchanges positive and negative spinors, i.e., D: C(G, {\)
 C(G, {). Letting cj=b j and dj=a j , we obtain the following result.
Proposition 7.1. For each j=0, ..., n&1, and * # C, there exist cj , dj # C
(dependent on *) such that, for all f # C(G, _j ei*1), one has
D P jj, * f =cj P
j+1
j, * f, (7.2)
D P j+1j, * f =dj P
j
j, * f. (7.3)
Applying D to both sides of (7.2)(7.3), we see that P jj, * f and P
j+1
j, * f
are both eigenfunctions of D2, with eigenvalue cjd j . Comparing with (3.12),
we find
cj dj=*2+\n&12 & j+
2
.
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It will be proved, in Proposition (7.2) below, that
{
cj (*)= j+1n& j \
n&1
2
& j&i*+
dj (*)= n& jj+1 \
n&1
2
& j+i*+ .
(7.4)
Now let f # C 0 (G, {j), with 1 jn&1, j{n2. Note that the expres-
sions P{_ ?_, *(x
&1) H{_( f )(*) in the inversion formula (6.1) are nothing but
Poisson transforms. Recalling (7.1), we can rewrite (6.1) as
f =|

0
[d& j&1(*) P jj&1, *(H
j
j&1( f )(*))+d&j (*) P
j
j, *(H
j
j ( f )(*))].
Applying D and using (7.2)(7.3), we get
Df =|

0
d&j&1(*) dj&1(*) P j&1j&1, *(H
j
j&1( f )(*))
+|

0
d& j (*) cj (*) P j+1j, * (H
j
j ( f )(*)) # C

0 (G, {j&1)C

0 (G, { j+1).
Similarly, for f # C 0 (G, {n2), we get Df # C

0 (G, {n2&1)C

0 (G, {n2+1),
by applying D to f given by (6.2). [By (7.2) and (7.4) we see that the
discrete term in (6.2) is in the kernel of D.] Thus, for all j=1, ..., n&1, we
have
D|C0 (G, {j ) : C

0 (G, { j)  C

0 (G, {j&1)C 0 (G, {j+1),
whence
D|L2(G, {j ) : L
2(G, {j )  L2(G, {j&1)L2(G, {j+1).
For {0 and {n we get from (6.1)
D|L2 (G, {0) : L
2(G, {0)  L2(G, {1),
D|L2 (G, {n ) : L
2(G, {n)  L2(G, {n&1).
There is a natural decomposition of the Dirac operator as D=d+$,
where d and $ act, respectively, as raising and lowering operators for the
index j (cfr. (7.6) below). This decomposition is well known for any Ka hler
spin manifold (see, e.g., [20], chapter IV, Sect. 8 and 11). In order to see
this in our context, consider the following concrete realization of the spinor
bundle as an exterior bundle.
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The space V{ &C2
n
is the (unique up to isomorphism) space of spinors
S for the complex Clifford algebra Cl(pC)&Cl2n (recall that Spin(2n)/Cl2n).
We denote by ( , ) the inner product on p given by cB|p_p (B the Killing
form on g=su(n, 1), c determined by (4.10)), and also the associated
hermitian inner product on pC &C2n.
The complex symmetric bilinear form on pC &C2n (not the hermitian
one), induced from the scalar product ( , ) on p&R2n, will be denoted
by ;. Fix a pair V, V* of dual maximal isotropic subspaces of pC relative
to ;. Then V* can be identified with the dual space of V via the form ;,
and
pC=VV*.
The space of spinors for Cl(pC) can then be realized as the exterior algebra
over V:
S= (V )=
n
j=0
 j (V )
(see, e.g., [13], Chap. 6). Consider the orthonormal basis [ea]=[ek , e~ k]k=1, ..., n
of p defined in Section 3, and take
V=span[ek&ie~ k , 1kn].
Put
e\k =
1
- 2
(ek\ie~ k).
Then [e&k ]k=1, ..., n is a ( , )-orthonormal basis of V, [e
+
k ]k=1, ..., n is the
dual basis in V*, and the set [e+k , e
&
k ] is a ;-isotropic basis of p
C (cfr.
[13], p. 617). Given v # V, we write v* for the unique element of V* such
that v*(w)=(w, v) , \w # V. Thus e+k =(e
&
k )*.
The spin representation { of K on V{ & (V ) has differential given by
(2.1), and satisfies
{(k) #(X ) {(k&1)=#(Ad(k)X ), \k # K, \X # pC, (7.5)
where the Clifford map # is given by (7.8) below. It follows easily, from
(7.5) and (7.8), that {(k)v={0(k)(Ad(k)v), for v # V, and more generally
{(k)(v1 7 } } } 7 vj )={0(k)(Ad(k) v1 7 } } } 7 Ad(k) vj ),
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for vi # V, i.e., {| j (V ) is just the tensor product
{| j (V )={0 j (Ad| V), \ j=1, ..., n,
where k  {0(k) # C is the one-dimensional K-type with highest weight
$0=&12 
n
1 :k (cfr. (3.11)). Now the highest weight of 
j (Ad|V) is
*j= j1 :k , so that $0+*j equals $j , given by (3.11). This shows that
{| j (V )={ j , and we can make the identification
V{j &
j (V )&  j (Cn), \ j=0, ..., n.
The subspaces V _j&1 and V_j of V{j are given then by
V_j&1=e
&
1 7 span[e
&
k2
7 } } } 7 e&kj , kr2]&e
&
1 7 
j&1 (Cn&1),
V_j=span[e
&
k1
7 } } } 7 e&kj , kr2]& 
j (Cn&1).
Any f # 1(G, { j) can be written as
f (x)= :
k1< } } } <kj
f (x)k1 } } } kj e
&
k1
7 } } } 7 e&kj #:
I
fI (x) e&I (x # G).
Define then df and $f, for f # C(G, {j ), by
df (x)=- 2 :
n
k=1
e&k 7 (e
+
k f )(x),
$f (x)=&- 2 :
n
k=1
ie k+ (e
&
k f )(x),
where ie* : V{j  V{j&1 is the interior product with e* # V*, defined by
ie*(v1 7 } } } 7 vj)= :
j
k=1
(&1)k&1 e*(vk) v1 7 } } } 7 vk@7 } } } 7 vj ,
where vi # V, and the notation vk@ means to omit vk (see [13], p. 200). In
terms of the natural hermitian inner product ( , ) on V{j=
j (V), we have
(ie*v, w)=(v, e 7 w) (v # V{j , w # V{j&1 ),
i.e., ie* is just the adjoint of the operator =(e)=e  of exterior left multi-
plication by e # V. In particular, if v # V{1=V, then ie*(v)=e*(v)=(v, e) ,
while ie*(V{0 )#[0].
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It is easy to check that if f # C(G, {j ), then df # C(G, { j+1) and
$f # C(G, {j&1), so that d and $ extend to linear first-order differential
operators
{d: L
2(G, {j )  L2(G, {j+1),
$: L2(G, {j)  L2(G, {j&1),
(7.6)
for all j=0, ..., n, where L2(G, {n+1)=L2(G, {&1)=[0].
Moreover, we have d 2=$2=0. For example to show that d 2=0, just
observe by direct computation that
ad(h) e+k =&:k(h) e
+
k , \h # h, \k=1, ..., n,
i.e., e+k # p
C is a root vector for the noncompact root &:k=&=k+=n+1 .
But &:k&:l  2g , thus
[e+k , e
+
l ]=0,
and
d 2f =d - 2 : e&l 7 (e+l f )=2 : e&k 7 e&l 7 (e+k e+l f )
=: e&k 7 e
&
l 7 [e
+
k , e
+
l ] f=0.
It is easy to see that the Dirac operator D equals
D=d+$. (7.7)
Indeed, recall the canonical anticommutation relations (cfr. [13], p. 200)
[=(v), =(w)]=0, [iv* , iw*]=0, [=(v), iw*]=w*(v) 1,
for all v, w # V. (The last one follows immediately from the fact that the
interior product is an antiderivation.) Using these relations one can check
that the linear map #: pC=VV*  End(S) defined by
#(v)=- 2 =(v), #(v*)=&- 2 iv* , \v # V, (7.8)
satisfies the Clifford algebra anticommutation rules
[#(x), #( y)]=&2;(x, y)1, \x, y # pC,
and extends to an irreducible representation #: Cl(pC)  End(S).
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Since ek=(1- 2)(e+k +e&k ) and e~ k=(&i- 2)(e+k &e&k ), we have
D= :
n
k=1
(#(ek) ek+#(e~ k) e~ k)= :
n
k=1
(#(e&k ) e
+
k +#(e
+
k ) e
&
k )
=- 2 :
n
k=1
(=(e&k ) e
+
k &ie k+ e
&
k )=d+$,
as claimed. Since D is self-adjoint, we have $=d*, the formal L2 adjoint
of d.
The action of d and $ on the Poisson transforms P jk is given by the
following result.
Proposition 7.2. For all f # C(G, _j ei*1) ( j=0, ..., n&1, * # C),
we have
dP jj, * f =cj P
j+1
j, * f, (7.9)
dP j+1j, * f =0, (7.10)
$P jj, * f =0, (7.11)
$P j+1j, * f =d j P
j
j, * f, (7.12)
where cj , dj are given by (7.4).
Proof. Equations (7.9)(7.12) (with cj , dj to be determined) follow
immediately using (7.7) in (7.2)(7.3), and recalling (7.6). They can also be
proved directly. For example to show that dP j+1j, * f =0, we calculate, for
each ! # V{j+2 ,
(d(P j+1j, * f )(x), !)=(?_j , *(x
&1) f, T !) ,
where T : V{j+2  L
2(K, _ j) is the operator
T=- 2 :
n
k=1
?_j , * (e
&
k ) b J
{j+1
_j
b ie k+ .
A simple calculation says that T # HomK (V{j+2 , L
2(K, _ j )), and the result
follows since HomK (V{j+2 , L
2(K, _j ))=[0]. In a similar way we compute,
for ! # V{j&1 ,
($(P jj, * f )(x), !)=(?_j , *(x
&1) f, T!) ,
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where
T=- 2 :
n
k=1
?_j , * (e
+
k ) b J
{j
_j
b =(e&k )
is in HomK (V{j&1 , L
2(K, _j ))=[0]. Finally, for ! # V{j+1 , we have
(d(P jj, * f )(x), !)=(?_j , *(x
&1) f, T !) ,
where
T=- 2 :
n
k=1
?_j , * (e
&
k ) b J
{j
_j
b ie k+ # HomK (V{j+1 , L
2(K, _ j)).
Now HomK (V{j+1 , L
2(K, _j ))=C J {j+1_j , thus T=cJ
{j+1
_j
, for some c # C.
To determine c, we reason as in [22], Proposition 4.5, for the case of
p-forms on Hn(R). We calculate (T!)(e), where !=e&1 7 e
&
2 7 } } } 7 e
&
j+1
# V{j+1 . On the one hand, we have
(T!)(e)=c 
d{j+1
d_j
P_j !=c  nj+1 e&2 7 } } } 7 e&j+1 . (7.13)
On the other hand, by the definition of T, we have
(T!)(e)=- 2 :
n
k=1
d
dt }0 [?_j , * (exp te&k )(J {j_j b iek+ !)](e)
=- 2 :
n
k=1
d
dt } 0 [(J {j_j b ie k+ !)(k(exp(&te&k )) e&(i* +\)(H(exp(&tek
& )))]
=- 2 :
n
k=1
d
dt } 0
__
d{j
d_j
P_j {j(k(exp(&te
&
k ))
&1) iek+ ! e
&(i* +\)(H(exp(&te k
&)))&
= 2nn&j :
j+1
k=1
(&1)k&1
d
dt }0 [e&(i* +\)(H(exp(&tek
&)))
_P_j {j(k(exp(&te
&
k ))
&1) e&1 7 } } } 7 ek
&@ 7 } } } 7 e&j+1]. (7.14)
Now, ddt|0 H(exp(te&k )) is the projection of &e
&
k onto a, with respect
to the Iwasawa decomposition g=kan. Thus,
d
dt } 0 H(exp(&te&k ))={
&e1 - 2,
0,
if k=1,
if k>1.
(7.15)
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Similarly, ddt|0 k(exp(&te&k ))
&1 is the projection of e&k onto k
C along
aC nC. But n=g: g2: , with
g:=span[Zk , Z k , 2kn], g2:=span[Z 1],
where
Z 1=e~ 1+Y 1 , Z k=e~ k+Y k , Zk=ek+Yk (2kn).
From this we find
d
dt } 0 k(exp(&te&k ))&1={
iY 1 - 2,
&Y &k ,
if k=1,
if k>1,
(7.16)
where Y \k #(1- 2)(Yk\iY k). Using (7.15) and (7.16) in (7.14), we get
(T!)(e)= nn& j {(i* +n) e&2 7 } } } 7 e&j+1+iP_j {j (Y 1) e&2 7 } } } 7 e&j+1
&- 2 :
j+1
k=2
(&1)k&1 P_j {j(Y
&
k ) e
&
1 7 } } } 7ek
&@ 7 } } } 7 e&j+1= .
By Proposition (4.5) we have
iP_j {j (Y 1) e
&
2 7 } } } 7 e
&
j+1=&\n+12 &j+ e&2 7 } } } 7 e&j+1 .
The differential of { is given by (2.1), with the Clifford map given by (7.8).
A little calculation reveals that
{(Y &k )=&- 2 =(e&k ) b ie 1+ (k=2, ..., n).
Then
{j (Y &k ) e
&
1 7 ’=&- 2 e&k 7 ’, \e&1 7 ’ # V_j&1 .
Finally we get
(T!)(e)= nn& j {\i* +n&
n+1
2
+ j++ e&2 7 } } } 7 e&j+1
+2 :
j+1
k=2
(&1)k&1 e&k 7 e
&
2 7 } } } 7 ek
&@7 } } } 7 e&j+1=
= nn&j \i* +
n&1
2
&j+ e&2 7 } } } 7 e&j+1 .
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Comparing this with (7.13), we find
c= j+1n& j \i* +
n&1
2
& j+ ,
whence
(d(P jj, * f )(x), !) =(?_j , *(x
&1) f, c J {j+1_j !),
=(c P{j+1_j ?_j , *(x
&1) f, !)=(cj (*) P j+1j, * f (x), !),
which is (7.9), with cj (*) given by (7.4). The value of dj (*) in (7.12) follows
immediately by applying $ to both sides of (7.9), and using D2=d$+$d.
There is a natural notion of duality on the spinor bundle, which is defined
as follows. Let V denote the Hodge duality operator on  (V)& (Cn),
V: V{j & 
j (V)  V{n& j & 
n&j (V ).
This is just the complex linear extension of the usual V operator on  (Rn)
to  (Cn). It satisfies
:7 V ; =(:, ;) e&1 7 } } } 7 e
&
n \:, ; #  j (V )+ ,
where ; = ; Ie
&
I if ;= ;Ie
&
I (cfr. [26], p. 156).
Now for j{n2 we have {j t% {n& j , thus HomK (V{j , V{n&j )=[0]. Since
the map V is not trivial, it cannot intertwine {j and {n& j , therefore V does
not extend to a linear map from 1(G, {j) to 1(G, {n& j). The same conclu-
sion holds for j=n2, namely in this case HomK (V{n2 , V{n2 )=C1, and
since V is not a scalar, it cannot intertwine {n2 with itself. However, it
follows easily from (3.11) that the contragredient representation { j of {j is
equivalent to {n& j , for all j. This implies that the modified Hodge operator
V : V{j  V{n&j , defined by (cfr. [26], p. 166)
V (;)=V(; ), (7.17)
satisfies
V {j (k) ;={n& j (k) V ; (k # K, ; # V{j ),
and extends to a conjugate-linear isomorphism
V : C(G, {j)  C(G, {n&j ),
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by (V f )(x)=V ( f (x)). As in the case of p-forms, we have
V 2=(&1) j(n& j) on V{j . (7.18)
Moreover, from the relation (see [25], ex. 14, p. 80)
ie* ;=(&1)n( j&1) V =(e) V ; (e # V, ; # V{j ),
we find easily
$=(&1)n( j+1)+1 V d V on C(G, {j ). (7.19)
Let us denote by the same symbol V the conjugate-linear mapping
on  (Cn&1):
V : V_j & 
j (Cn&1)  V_n&1&j & 
n&j&1 (Cn&1),
defined as in (7.17). Since _ jt_n&j&1 (this follows easily from (3.9)), we
have
V _j (m) ;=_n& j&1(m) V ; (m # M, ; # V_j ),
and V extends to a conjugate-linear isomorphism
V : C(K, _j )  C(K, _n&1& j ),
by (V f )(k)=V ( f (k)). It is easy to check that V intertwines ?_j , * with
?_n&j&1, &* , i.e.,
V ?_j , *(x)=?_n& j&1 , &* (x) V (x # G).
The action of V on the Poisson transforms is given as follows.
Proposition 7.3. For all f # C(G, _j ei*1) ( j=0, ..., n&1, * # C),
we have
V P jj, * f=(&1)
j Pn& jn& j&1, &* V f, (7.20)
V P j+1j, * f=P
n& j&1
n& j&1, &* V f. (7.21)
Proof. For ! # V{n&j , we compute
(V P jj, * f (x), !) =(&1)
j(n& j) (P{j_j ?_j , *(x
&1) f, V !)
=(&1) j(n& j) (?_j , *(x
&1) f, J {j_j V !).
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On the other hand, we compute
(Pn& jn& j&1, &* V f (x), !)=(P
{n&j
_n& j&1
?_n& j&1 , &* (x
&1) V f, !)
=(V ?_j , *(x
&1) f, J {n& j_n&j&1 !)
=(&1) j(n& j&1) (?_j , *(x
&1) f, V J {n&j_n&j&1 !).
(7.22)
Lemma 7.4. We have
{V J
{n&j
_n&j&1
=J {j_j V ,
V J {n& j_n&j=(&1)
n& j J {j_j&1 V .
(7.23)
Proof. This follows immediately from the relations
V P_n&j&1 !=P_j V !,
V P_n&j !=(&1)
n& j P_j&1 V !
(\! # V{n&j ), which are proved as in the case of p-forms on H
n(R) (see
[22], Proposition 4.1, p. 62).
Using (7.23) in (7.22), we obtain easily (7.20). To get (7.21) proceed in
a similar way, or, more simply, apply V to both sides of (7.20), and use
(7.18). This finishes the proof of the proposition.
We can now interpret the relations (4.41) in terms of duality. Given
F # C(G, {j , {j ), define the {n&j -radial function F by
F (x)!=(&1) j(n& j) V F(x) V ! (! # V{n&j ). (7.24)
It is easy to see that if F has scalar components ( fj&1 , fj ), then F has scalar
components ( fj , fj&1 ). Now let F=8 jj (*, } ). By taking f =J
{j
_j
V ;
(; # V{n&j ) in (7.20), we find that
8jj (*, } )
t
=8n& jn& j&1(&* , } ).
This implies easily (4.41), since the spherical functions 8 jk(*, } ) are even in
*, and each scalar component ,(*, t) satisfies ,(*, t)=,(* , t).
The following result is similar to [22], Lemma 5.3, for the case of p-forms
on Hn(R).
Proposition 7.5. Let F # C(G, {j , {j ) (1 jn&1), with scalar
components ( fj&1 , fj ). Then
dF=0  (5.10) holds, (7.25)
$F=0  (5.12) holds. (7.26)
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Proof. Let us prove (7.25). For ! # V{j , we have, recalling (4.13),
d F(at)!=- 2 :
n
k=1
e&k 7 (e
+
k F )(at)!
=e&1 7 \dF(at)dt !+i (sh 2t)&1 F(at) {j(Y 1) !
&i cth(2t) {j(Y 1) F(at)!+
+- 2 :
n
k=2
e&k 7 ((sh t)
&1 F(at) {j(Y +k )!&cth(t) {j(Y
+
k ) F(at)!).
Now take ! in V_j /V{j . Then (dF(at)dt)!=(df j (t)dt)!, and by
Proposition (4.5)
F(at) {j (Y 1)!={ j (Y 1) F(at)!= f j (t) i \n+12 & j+ !.
Also note that (sh 2t)&1&cth(2t)=&th t. By (2.1) and (7.8) we find easily
{(Y +k )=- 2 =(e&1 ) b ie k+ (k=2, ..., n).
Then
{j (Y +k )!=- 2 e&1 7 ie k+ ! # V_j&1 (\! # V_j ).
Finally we get
dF(at)!=\
df j (t)
dt
+\n+12 & j+ th(t) fj (t)+ e&1 7 !
&2 \
f j&1(t)
sh t
&cth(t) fj(t)+ e&1 7 :
n
k=2
e&k 7 ie k+ !
=\
df j(t)
dt
+\n+12 &j+ th(t) f j(t)
&
2j
sh t
fj&1(t)+2 j cth(t) f j(t)) e&1 7 !,
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where we have used
:
n
k=1
e&k 7 ie k+ != j !, \! # V{j
(cfr. [13], Lemma 4.5.1). This implies easily (7.25). To prove (7.26) we
proceed in a similar way, or, more simply, we use duality arguments. For
a {j -radial function F we get, by (7.19), $F=0  dF =0, where F is defined
in (7.24). Then (7.26) follows from (7.25), by letting j  n& j, fj&1  f j ,
fj  fj&1 , and taking the complex conjugate.
Combining Proposition (7.5) with Proposition (5.3), we see that for a
{j -radial function F # C0 (G, {j , {j ), with 1 jn&1, one has H
j
j (F)=0
 d F=0, and H jj&1(F )=0  $ F=0. We shall now prove the relations
(5.50) and (5.51).
For two K-types $1 , $2 , we denote by C(G, $1 , $2) the space of smooth
maps :: G  Hom(V$1 , V$2) satisfying :(k1xk2)=$2(k
&1
2 ) :(x) $1(k
&1
1 ), \x # G,
\k1 , k2 # K.
Proposition 7.6. Let F be in C(G, {j , {j) (1 jn&1), with scalar
components ( f j&1 , f j ), and suppose that dF=0. Then F=d:, where
: # C(G, {j , {j&1) is defined by
:(at)!=
1
2 j
sh(t) fj (t) ie1+ ! (! # V{j ).
Similarly, if F # C(G, {j , {j ) satisfies $F=0, then F=$;, where ; #
C(G, {j , {j+1) is given by
;(at)!=&
1
2(n& j)
sh(t) fj&1(t) e&1 7 ! (! # V{j ).
Proof. The proof proceeds by a similar computation as in Proposition (7.5).
This Proposition implies that for all j=1, ..., n&1,
C 0 (G, {j , {j )
(1)=d(C 0 (G, {j , {j&1)),
and
C 0 (G, {j , {j )
(2)=$(C 0 (G, {j , {j+1)).
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Now let F be in L2(G, {j , {j), and suppose that F is orthogonal to both
C0 (G, {j , {j)
(1) and C 0 (G, {j , {j )
(2). Then
0=(F, d:) L2 (G, {j , {j )=($F, :) L2 (G, {j , {j&1 ) ,
0=(F, $;)L2 (G, {j , {j )=(dF, ;)L2(G, {j , {j+1) ,
for all : # C 0 (G, {j , {j&1), and all ; # C

0 (G, {j , {j+1), where the inner
product on L2(G, {j , {j\1) is given by the same formula (4.1) as for
L2(G, {j , { j ). This implies dF=0=$F, whence D2F=0. Since F is {j -radial,
we get
F=c8 jj&1(\* j&1 , } )=c8
j
j (\*j , } ),
for some c # C. But F is in L2(G, {j , {j), whereas 8 jj (\* j , } ) is not, unless
j=n2. Thus for j{n2 we get c=0 and F=0, which proves (5.50). For
j=n2 we get instead F # C } 8n2n2(
i
2 , } ), and this proves (5.51).
Note that (5.50) and (5.51) can be viewed as the analogue of the Hodge
Kodaira decomposition theorem for p-forms.
Finally, we give the description of the algebras D(G, {j ) which follows
from the previous considerations. This result can be proved as in the case
of p-forms on Hn(R) (cfr. [11], Theorem 3.1, and [22], Corollary 2.2).
Proposition 7.7. The algebra D(G, {0) (resp., D(G, {n)) is generated by
the operator $ d (resp. d $). For 1 jn&1, the algebras D(G, {j) are
generated by the operators d $ and $ d. In particular, D(G, {j ) is commutative
for all j.
Note that for p-forms on Hn(R), the values p=(n&1)2 and p=n2 are
‘‘special,’’ namely the algebras D(G, {p) are generated by V d and d$, for
p=(n&1)2, and by V and d V d, for p=n2 (see [22], Corollary 2.2).
In our case, the values j=(n\1)2 and j=n2 are no longer ‘‘special.’’
The operators V d (for j=(n&1)2), d V (for j=(n+1)2), and V , d V d (for
j=n2) are not in D(G, { j ), in fact the spherical functions 8 jj&1 and 8
j
j are
not eigenfunctions of these operators (this follows from (7.9)(7.10), and
(7.20)(7.21)).
Remark. In Section 4 we determined the {j-spherical functions 8{j_k using
only the radial part of the Casimir operator, and the information about the
behavior at infinity of 8{j_k following from the Eisenstein integral (cfr.
Proposition (4.2)).
Of course if one knows a priori the algebras D(G, {j ) and their action on
the Poisson transforms, then one can solve the system (4.16)(4.17) in a
more direct way. Indeed, by Proposition (7.2) we have d8 jj&1(*, } )=0 and
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$8 jj (*, } )=0, and by Proposition (7.5) the scalar components of 8
j
j&1(*, } )
(resp., 8 jj (*, } )) are related by (4.52) (resp., (4.53)). Substituting (4.52) in
(4.17) we get easily (4.40), and then (4.39).
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